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IntroductiOn
If we were to look at the state of our country as reflected in news

headlines over the past few years, we would see a series of unsettling trend_s;
The United States as a major world power has experienced an erosion ol
its political and economic status,
American citizens have become increasingly apathetic or hostile and sus-
picious toward government institutions, major'corporations, and political

participation.
America's cultural and ethnic minO. rities, as well as its'majority population,
have become cynical about equal rights legislation and seem 'to be building
toward a confrontation over its execution.
Many citizens of this country seern to have become self-centered, alien-
ated, passive, and antisocial -disenchanted with Amerivn society and

culture.
The value and payoff of American education in general and citizenship
eddation in particular have been called into question by youngsters and

adults alike.
COnsidering the impact of these .trends on the future, it may not be an over .
statement to say that America has reached a crisis point as a nation.

Feeling an obligation to help reverse these trends, educators and
,researchers have been stressing the importance bf a renewed commitment to
citizenship education in the United States. Among these men and women
there is clear consensus that education for citizenship is vital and should be

part not only achildren's formal schooling but also,of what they learn at home

arid in the community. Responding to this call, arch for Better Schools,
Inc, has developed this booklet for individuals o would like to enhance

children's citizenship education and eitend it beyond the civics classroom.
This booklet, Words Into Action, will (a) preserfit information to help

you understand three influences on children's citizenship education and (b)
offer practical suggestions to help enrictichicdren's citizenship education. In it
research and theoretical literature has been summarized as have a number of
practical learning activities. Since this booklet is meant to be used,, we have
tried to keep it as straightforward and as free from jargon as possible. When
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technical terms are used, we have tried to explain them. more scholarly
discussions of citizenship education are included in the bibhographv

The present booklet is not intended to he a comprehensive examina-
tion di all areas of citizenship education. Neither is it a comprehensive'exami-
nation of all the variables of learning that influence children's citizenship
education. Rather, it is a summary of significant theory, research, and practi.
cal applications that are related to-several key influences on citizenship educa-
tion: role models, institutional environments, and individual development. Role
models are people that children imitate; institutional environments are the
physical, social, and emhtional surroundings of childreri; and individj devel-
opment is the way children grow and mature.

We chose these three influences for several reasons. e, he,s, are
currently the dominant focus of much of the theofy and researc in ci iznship
education. Two, it is generally agreed that these three influence are owerful
ones ti-lat exert a long-lasting effect on children. Three, it is stionjvs. gested
that these influences play an important part in the development of two impor-
tant aspects of children's citizenship education: their sense of personal and
social responsibility,

In the fir;st chapter of this booklet, "WORD we summarize a grelat
deal of theory, research, and commentary to help youtunderstand citizenship
education in 'the United States today. In 'this summary we draw from maw
educational authors, commentators, arid researchers as well as from experts
in other fields such as socioir.), and pilitical science In the first section of the
chapter, we discuss the general field of citizenship educationS its compl.exity;
its purposes, and an qctive approach to it In the second section we examine
the three key influences on citizenship education that we named above role
models, institutional environnwnts, and individual development and we pre-
serit some recomnwndations for chanying these influences to enhance chile
dren's citizenship education.

In the second chapter, "ACTION,- we otter a sampling of educational
ac twines and programs, Cleveloped by teachers and 'other pr actiturners, which
can be easily la' dapted to a variety Of learning situatioi s and settings. These
activities are, in most cases, applications of the researc t and theory sumrnar
ized in the first seC lion. Eat h s based on or utcorporates recommendations
about the influence of role models, institutional etivin)nments, or individual
development :Ibis chapter alsi summarizes a tew commercial resource mate
rials for citizenship education. They were selei ted because they too exemplify
practical applications of the research and theory.
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Theory and Research

in Citizenship Education

1. Investigating _Citizenship Education

Although citizenship as -an area of educational foths has a history that
stretches back to the ancient Greeks, citizenship educatiOn as an area for
research is a relatively recent development. In its initial stages, agreat deal of

this research often seerned to produce inconclusive, even contradictory
results. There seemed to'be two main reasons for this', both related to the
complexity of citizenship education. First, iresearchers found it very difficult to
make a causal c`onnection between behaviors and attitudes characteristic of
good cit4enship and specific educational occurrences. That is, it was hard to
say that good citizenship resulted if children were taught one thing or if,they
were taught something else (Butts, 1977; Jencks, Smith, Acland, Bane:
'Cohen, Gintis,'Heyns, & Michaelson, 1974; Sullivan, Marcus, Piereson, &
Feldman, 1979). Second, and most important, researchers (and almost
anyone else who investigated or tried to &scribe citizenship edtication) found-
t nearly impossible to define citizenship satisfactorily and to sOecify what
behaviors and attitudes went with being zi good citizen. That is, they were not
exadtly sure what is citizenship, nor were they sure how to recognize someone
whi:i was a gbod citizen (Council of Chief State School Officers,-.1976; Meyer,
in press). This latter point is illustrated by the proliferation of vaguely stated
citizenship goals, cornpetencies, and attributes dating back to 1918 (Meyer, in

press).
More recently, researchers have attempted to focu ont these two

'dilemmas one of causality and one of definijion in an attempt to make
clearer connections and tO guide practitioners. We streSs, however, that this
research is still going on and much has yet to be investigated. This means that
even today studies of the many variables and aspects of lean:ling related to
citizenship education are long on theory and hypothesis, but short on genuirw
research information the kind Of precise information we usually associate
with the physical sciences. ,

We think this situation adds to the richness of the dialogue about
citizenship education, and because of this, we find it an interesting fielcis to

summarize. However, the reader should be-aware that many conclusions and
reconmendations in the field bf citizenship education are opinions. As oOtn-

ions these conclusions and recommendations reflect value bises, no matter1
how objective or well thought, out they may seem.

In this regard, Words Into Action is no exception. The booklet sum,
rnarizes a great deal of theory and opinion. We feel the op nions and theories
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are.expert,'well.founded, and legitimate. But nonethelesS they are not facts.
They reflect the values of the men and women who have proposed them; 'and,"
to some degree, they reflect the values of, the men and women who have
summarized them for this booklet.

The authors of Words Into 4etion beliekit that citizenship education
should be based on th American tradition of 'reponsible participati8-n. It
should focus on the democratic principles cif liberty, equiihty, and rational
dissent. It should relate these 'principles to cointempQrary social issues and
problems. In our opinion, citizenship education should inClude'the acquisition
of knowledge about America's unique cultural, lega', and socialb institutions
and traditions. Also, it sliould,foster useful 'political, legal, kind `sociat skills.
Finally; we think it should promote a sVrise of. pride in our nation and a
commitment to its betterment.

This is our value bias and:because of it, we tend in .this booklet to
summarize work by authors who speak about citizenship education in this
way.. We do not exclude any onentatiOn 'toward4citizenship education in Old
reading because we felt obligated to at least be informed about all points of
view on this subject. In our readings, howeVe(, we did find that a majority of
authors in the field saw citizenship education, as we do. Furthermore,' rnost

,

contemporary theory' and research related to (1-4izenship educatiori rev4lve
aroundhypotheses and'assumpt ions about citizenship edtication that coincide
W0h our opinions. These two fads helped reinforce our valiro biat about
citizenship (;aucation, and we admit this bias confident-that we are in scrod
company. 'an fact Senate Bill 3443 describes citizenship educatiA, and itS
goals much the same ag we and thos't.; we summarize.do.)

Definition and Purpose
By. reviei:iiing literally' hundreds of defil\itions and'by loo,king for corn

mon elernents among (hem, we arrived (by necessity, somewhat rbitrarily) at
(he foHowing definition of citizenship education: "Education to help children
develop a sense of personal .and social resporrsibility.- Even given the large
nutnher of opinions atx citizenship v.ducation and os purposes, pitist
experts and commentators' see citizenship oducat eaucation kg ihee
two kinds of resit( nisibilittes

To be personally responsible means tO bk. a uuntahk' for th Se events
or condith ins that are under your control and,th t contnbuw t( yc rur

'men being ot btrtterinent . 'To be .-ttch'illy rev( insibk. Means to be accouptabk,
for those events or conditions that contribute to ttw well being or betterment
of,others. For example., perst mat responsibility cictates th.at one care enough
about one's health and saft.ty not to smoke in tied. Social responsibility dic
tares that a casual' passerby seeing a house fire (caused, perhaps. by a neglt
gent smoker) cares enough for the he'Alth ond safety of others to rvikify the fire
company.

The purpoe & citizenship education is to provide 'children with the
opportunities and guidahce that will help theni develop their, sense of personal
and social responsibihty. This purpose is not at all &new one: Since the settling
of the United States, 'schools have always attempted to teach responsibility in

t
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one form or another. It is an accepted goal of public education atW it has been
named over and over as one of the explicit duties of America's public schools
(Blum, 1977; Butts, 1977; Dunfee, 1970;..Gross, 1978; Hill, 1978; Peters, 1979;
Roselle, 1966).

An Active Approach .

Throughourthe years:education for personal 'and social reponsibility"
has shown many faces and has been tried using many approaches. In the most
common approach, sehools have ,assurned that offering courses variously
'called l'ooblerns of democracy, civics, or American history is"'a sufficient way
tO teach children to be responsible: Often schools proVide, c'hildren with addi-
tional opportunities and e>5perience through+ school.relatdd extracurricular
activities, such as student government or service organizatior& like De Molay
and the Junior Chamber of Commerce, to suPplement the4tssroorn work.
This school.centered approach represents the typical pattern today.

This typical school-centered approach to citizenship c:clucation i , par-
_

ticularly in its classroom activities, fact oriented and passive. Students memo-
ize names and dates; they learn, usually from books, about the purpose and

structure of our political or social institutions. For example, they are asked:
What is the reason for the separation of powers included in the Cinite'd States
Constitution When was the Declaration of Independence signed? When not
dealing with facts, this approach stresses theory, asking students, for instance,
to coMpare or contrast types of governments or outline various parliaqientary
processes.

To be sure, this approach does teach important facts, processes, and
theorY, all of which, are essential to good citizenship. BuZ learning 'theory,
content, or subject matter is only a start.

An alternative Approach to citizenship education begins with the pre-
mise that future citizens need to know how to apply their knowledge-, how to
use theory.effectively in their political, social, and economic lives. They need
to learn ,the. skills, and the attitudes to supporr those skills, which lead to
personal and social responsibility and not simply facts. This means preparing
children to take an active part in shaping their society and to want to take such
a part It means making learning relevant,This is an active approach to citizen,
ship education and it marks a departure from, or extension of, typical citizen .
ship education (American Political Science -Association Committee on
Precollegiate Education, 1971; Council of Chief State School Officers, 1976;
Mehlinger, 1978).

The active 'approach is based on learning theory and research that
grew out Of the education reform mOvements of the 196Qs and 1-P7Os and that
strongly suggested' that knowledge of facts and theories must be supple
rnented by activities in which the facts and theories are used and applied, That
is, studentsneed to make their own discoveries, in their own ways, and at their
'own speed; facts and 'theories must take on personal meaning through some
kind of personal experience. By cornbining the active (doing) with the passive
(thinking about); citizerishi'p education v;ifr make sense to children, motivate
them- to participate in society, andst importantly, influence their later
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citizenship behavior as ad,ults (Fenton, 1966; Greens ein, 1969: Jennings i&
Niemi, 1974; Sullivan et al., 1979). Let us see how this translates into practice.

More than anything, the active approach requires us to think different15., 4.

about the aims of citizenship education. Knowledge and skills are no longer
taught solely to help students pass a test or solve a hypothetical problems
Instead, they becoile the underpinnings which enable the learners; first as
Students itid, later as ,citizens, t9 become contributing participa9ts. to their
world, be it si:hool, community, or bey nd. Both knowledge and skills, in this
context, must be useful for effective pa ticipation in everyday activities. This
means that children's everyday activities, both in and out of school, are the
point of departure for learning as ,well as an effective way to learn. Such
learning remains wo the children long after they'veatieft school (Cherryholms,
1979: Chiarelott, 1/78;44ukett, 1978; ToMey ez Tesconi, 1977).

As one illustration of this approach, children often have units-6r lessons
in school in which they learn how to read the newspapg. Such lessons can
help children to use knowledge to build lifelong skills for effective participa-

i. Newspapers offer a great many facts which can simply be memoripd or
which 'Tan be used to help children analyze, form opinions about, discuss, and
commtanicate points of view. Information that is offered on television can serve
sv gimilar purpose (Cirino, 1977). The key for an active approach is active

. involvement. To summarize, chikken learn skill's best by experimenting .wah
and piacticing theM, by using rAther than by learning jbout using them.

This focus on active involvement extends to how the active approach
requires us to view attitudes. Instead of trying to teach chiklren the "right"
attitudes, we should help children develop positive attitudes about themselves
'and others by capitalizing on their everyday activities. We should hMp children
feel that they are Important both in and out of school. We should help them
feel that their opinions count and that they,can hetp decide how things should
be (Altnond & Verha, 1963; Hertz Lazarooitz 82 Sharon, 1979).

Again, use of the newspaper can help Newspnper stories, edit( inals,
and letters to the editor are vxcelknt vehicles for Irrink,-non threatening dis
cussions <pout feelings or attitudes. They c:an help children clarify values,
make judgmeiits, or choo'se alternatives. As with skills, sctive involvenwnt,

-. - ,
.

expennwntation. and practice are the keys.,.-

The active approach to citizenship education requires that wealso take
a new,(look at the relationship between sets of skills and school (Anuses
Instead of confining citizenship educat ic ni to a'single subject, like social stud
ies, the skills we associate with citizenship can be taught in many subjects
and extracurricular activities. We can help children see that reading and (with
metic skills, are useful for effective .citizenship We can also help them hv
pointing out the connection between their good sportsmanship and their gooc-I
citizenship. This point of view carries us beyond the school and into coopera,
tive ventures of the family and commun)ty organizations (Fenton, 1977; Sex
ton, 1967; Slaughter, 1977).

It is worth stressing at this point that the home and community play an
'importAnt part in children's citizenship educaticin. They c(inttittite what has
been called a "societal curriculum" and children often lear'n more effectively
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from family, friends, and media than from school. Some think:that the informal
eduction from this StKietal curriculum outside the school (including maga-

zines, nowsPapers, conversations, movies, clubs, friends, television, and the

like) at tithes even cancels out much of what is taught in school. In any event,

most agree that the societal curriculum,is a potent educational 'force that must

be studied and used positively, just as the school curriculum must be studied

and used positively (Corte1979; Giroux, 1978; Overly, 1970; Wyner,

Beliefiting From the Active Approach
It is well documented that students usually prefer active learning which

is not limited to the school or classroom. They find it stimulating and relevant;
tftey prefer it to silent fact learning; and significantly, students seem to learn

more from the active approach (Duckett, 1979; Jones, 1975; Shive & Rogus,

1979).
Furthermore, many,experts argue that the *active approach to educa-

tion for social aria personal responsibility also carries with it a high payoff for

both the society and the individual that goes beyond increased learning. They
contend that when children are denied the opportunity to develop and pttc-
tice resporiSibility, they feel unimportant, useless, and alien to their society.

Suchleehngs are frequently expressed as violetIce, vandalism, and drug abuse

as well as,cynicism and apathy (Hearing, 1978; National Associatioti for Educa'

tional Pr tigress, 1978; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1.971).
There is ample eVidence that participation and active involvement

work. For example, one program which has had great success in urban areas

in California calls upon .students to take part in a wide variety of decision-

making activities from which they have been traditionally excluded: e,g., writ-
.

,ing codes of student rights and responsibilthes, selecting textbooks, and even

helping select the school principal. Special leadership training is provided for

which students receive academic credit This project is having a positive effect

on both the students and the school community. Students learn to becorne

responsible decision makers. They enhance their self estee'rn, participate
enthusiastically, and often initiate constructive activity beyond that associated

wit b.the projecl, improvements to the school building and grounds, corn.

nmnity work with the elderly (Citizens Policy Center, n,d,.; Hearing, 1278).

'In another program chronically truant disruptive children sign con-

tracts aweing to devote two hours of their out oischool time to study, to

attend SrcItiool regularly, and to.i.00perate with teachers. The children's pa\r

ents arid teachers in turn agree to help the children fulfill their contracts. In

most cases the students in this program have risen to ne4esponsibilities. For

instance, schools participating in this program report higher attendance;
higher achievement; fewer discipline problems; and better rapport among
students, teachers, parents, and community'rnembers.'Again, the enthusiasm

and self respect generated in this Program have gor3.> beyond the sc-hool as

many students become responsible, self,disciplined, iApd politically active corn

munity members (Banks & Levine,, 1977; Cole, 1977; McCarther, 1978; Van,

dalism, 1979).
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These are only fwO of many projects that demonstrate the benefits that
can 'be \derived from active studetit involveinent in responsible activities:
Young people learn that adults afPpreciate and reward respOnsible*behaVior.
Because of thisthey begin to seek new opportunities to partitipate, a couriter-
force to the mystique of antisocial behavior br dropping-out. -Finally, and
perhaps most importantly, youngsters learn a critical lesSon: good citizenShip
includes doing 'Something and contributing to our way pf lifenot just enjoying
the benefits (Center for NTAI Schools, 1972;,Marvin, 1976; National Commis-
sion on Resources for Yoith, 1974).
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IL Jnfiw?ncing Citizenship Education

We now turn our disCuss on io three generg influences that affect
children's citizenShip education: role models peoPle tho.- children imitate;

N.
institutional environments children's physical, social, and ernotion,al sur-
trounding,s; and individual development the way children grOw and mature.

.
As w'as s't-ated ea-rher, one or more of these three influenci_es was the focus of

most of -tile 'research:kterature -wetexamined, Furthermore, the researchers
'suggested alit bywmaking changes in these three influencs we could enhance
children's citizenship education-Just how' these three factors influence a
child's -e;itiZen'ship.education is disCussed in the pages that follow.

: .440,41, . o' Roie Models* .

Dircre has been written alrit role Models than has bee'ri written about
the other-two influences. Because'of this we know more abtft tliem and their .,
influence. Role models are peopla.children a6nire.enough -to imi.tate. Parents,

teachers, friendS4elevisiôn star,nd,sporti'figure'S san all besrple Models. In

many cases, chil&n,- parricularly young children, assume that whVever the
models do or-say is true., right, normal,*and desirable (Bandura, 1-969; Green-

:: stelrr,1969; Jaros, 1973; Slaughter, P977.).
Researcltrdicates that role models can. inflUence children in both

intentional.and imintentionS1 ways. For example, scone role mekcls, such as

teachers and parents, often intentionally gik;e ch4dren infortnation.(or their
interpretation *of it) about government, politics, and the law. Likewise, role
models convey information abosut other groups by recounting historical
ccounts or singling out ethok characteristics. T1-ise o inStances of the

intentional influence of a role model, and this kind of influence is fairly obyious

(Do, 1976; Hess & Torney, 1967; Kahn, 1979).
A role model's unintentional influence is more subtle and more diffictilt

to see. One important Way role models unintentionakrinfluence children is

through behavior. A role model's.behavior is often imitated outright by chil-

dren, who give little thought to reasons or motives for the behavior. Children

t ..often copy the way role models make a decision (either rushed through or
thought out); the way role models express an interpretation or judgment; the

way models adopt a political affthation. Children copy a role model's degree of

pohfical participation and cornphance or noncompliance with the law. Mosp

often children imitate how role models treat other people. Role modelS are

rarely aware that children watch their actions so -closely or imitate them so.

readily. They do not realize their influence. Thus, to. a large extent, the mes

sages children receivg by watching role models are unintentional (Gillespie &

Lazarus, 1979; Greenstein, 1969; Jaros, 1973), This kind of unintentional inflifr

ence helps explain, for example, why the children of child ab ,!rs become

*ha ext Peru dim lassegini role 110kfh+. nd then. 11411,0m e gat hildren wt r antnend Chapter 2, -The

Owns ol BehavlOr kfl Nil I normnri iheort: t, Albot I ri,nAur,1 (Preto
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child abusers therr*elves or why the children of akohohcs tend 'to become
alcoholics (Jaerws, 1975:. Sega, 1979).

In addition to behavior; Olildrell tend to rnimic a role model's attitudes
opinions, and values; even wlien unstated. (rc is evidence, for exampl,
that children adopt urtstated tIrgitidices as easily as they adopt stated ones.)
For instanee, several case:studiets have shown that white .i.iburban middle,
class children enrolled in predominariby black urban schools and reflecting
seemipgly uhstated parental attitudes become anxious ant) stispicioeis of their
black classmates. Other studies posit that black .children in predominantly
white settings,often exhibit their parents fear 'and suspicion of whites. in Cither
-cases, black-children seem ,to. adopt their white teachers' unspoken attitudes
toward blaek - scholastic abilities and become underachievers (Banks,
McQuater; lac Hubbard, 1978; Benritt, 19)9; Lang, 1969; Weinberg, 1977). So
ihildren' ioften,learn from a role model in their famly, school, an4'peer groups.-
They learn by imitating, listening, absoNng-- whether the role models expect-e
hem to or riot. But who are the iMportant role mOdels. and how do,they exert

, trauence?-: '-
F9r young children (up to.lbout 7 or &years old), f):aierlts and older

familVmeMbers are usually' the most influential modeis (Greenstein, 1969;
Jaros, 197). Their behavior, social participation, 'and dec:isiop-making pro .
cesses are coptecf, their, opinions are tai<en as -facts; their attitudes are
accepted withouf question. Once children become accustbmed to schbol
(between 7 'and JO), however, teachers enter the scene as role models (Jen

, ,. ,

flings 8r. Oierni, 1974: Massialas, 1978). While teachersare expected to provide
factual information in the classroom, their behavior, method of presenting .

information (dogmatically, tentatively), and method of making decisions ( rn-
ocratrally; autcxcratically) all infkience-the child, These are unintentional (

t.
flu-

ences that leachers exe'rt as role models., ,..7,

As children grow tato adolescence, friends and mass media, (emlecially
television) become more influential The influence of peers on preteem; and
teenagers is well documenti'd and well known. Children of this age want' to
dress lik(; their friends; they want to fix ilieir hatir like their friends. They want to
see the same movies, go to the same parties, and support the same causes.lt is
almost a cliche to ,tav that teen,Atle hohavior is conforminq behavior ,.k/en
when it ;s nonconforming.

Tlw influence that friends exert as tole models is largely int entIonal, Bi it
clearly, it is a small stop from t opying a way of talkin!l, for example, ,to copying
vocabulary and the attitudes that underlie the vocabulary. So peers, lihe p4
ents and teachers, can exert both intentional and unintentional influence when
they are role models ffiettelheim, 1969; Bronfeiihrenner, 19701 Epstem, (978;
Strom, 1979),

.

likewise., the media's eftect (on he ohkiums (like a p(ilitical campaign
announcement or commentt v on a sc)ciarissue), or it can be hidden (fire the
legal message implied in a i -%ce show or the cult itiLal message in plied in a
situation comedy), Usually cl' Idiot ,ne most attentive to those' media mes
sages that r6nforce the behavior and attitudes they have already 'adt >pled,
they tend to 'tune out most media messages that do not 'reflect their estah
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kshed beliefs (Cirinp, 1977; -Dawson & Prewit, 1969; Klapper, 1960; l...eweIrtm,
1976; Zelk.is, _197*

In somastp; poin-ts of view and behavior can be changed because of
assdaalioniith certain friends (models) or exposure to ,t1) media. This may
occur in. two ways. First, new options that, a person ever considered are,
presentid in a desirable way, like a "pitch" from a ,wer of an Eastern
religious'order that promiSes self-fulfillment or a program ad-vertising the
benefits of a TJolitical party. Second, new information may cause a person tip
reconsider his'or her attitudes :and actions- and-eventually change them. An
obvious xample of the latter was theiwidespread attitudinal chaiige toWard
the president -and the presidency among youngsters and adults, asa resuk of
the media's coyerage of Watergate and the' wai.; in Vietnarn.'(Bailey, 197p;
Bailey, 1976;- friassialas, 1978).,

-Recommendations ,
7. 4 ,

Ther is a great deal of agreement that rOle'rnoael,can enrich citizen-
Ship education; largely becauSe they are so readily accei5ted hi) hie child. leis
_important where possible to secure thewilhngnessofrOe models toset a good
eicarriPie..)t- is :also important to use their influence constmctively.-Spedfic
recommendations summarized from the research and theory are as follows:

4 Role mod& should provide information accurately and cfearly. Whenever. .

possible they should reveal the source-of what they say (e.g., "in a recent
court decision" or "according 'to The New York Times':).' If a personal
opinion is expressed, it Should he.identified as ah opinice(1n -my opin-
ion . ."), Children Mi!ist learn that there is a difference.betwee4fact and
opinion and that there is more than one way of looking at §omething. Role
models should help children validate information by recommending ways
and places 'to find reliable sources. In this way role models may motivate'
children to seek other opini'ons, compare them, and evaluate the opinions
in order to Srrivir. at ,a personal point of view. Lastly, role models should let
children know they are willing to explore varrous (and opposing) points of
view.
Role models should avoid oversimPlifying or overComplicating informa-
tion. Only the relevant parts of any idea should be discussed in a way that
1-1(Zs meaning for the child If the child is capable of taking in more, a nile
model should take time to explain the complexity, for the child must come
to realize tliat the knowledge, skills, and attitudes associated with per,
sonal and socis)I respOnsibihty are not simPle and that understanding and
using them can be difficult.
Role models should be aware th,,,.?s actions do; indeed, Speak loud'er than

ordsA Children tend to do as aduks do rather than as adults say. Role
models §hould be parncularty aware of how they intention,* and uninten
tionally influence attitudei The child is likely to copy the role mOders way
of looking at things, be it critical, skepticat, or impulsive.
Role mOdels should explain their actions and attitudes to help children
understand tiheir- basis. By talking about the motives behind beliefs or
behavior, role models can help children realize that 'attitudes and actions
can be examined and that talking about them is part of the analysis.
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Finally, such analysis will den-ionstrate that i is important to sometimes
analyze and &valua_ty- one's own beliefs and actions, an, attitude children
will_ likely emulate.
Role mo4els should provide children with the opportunity tO develop their
own Tersonality. Children should be- taught not to adopt attitudes and
values ;.vithout.question. Role rnodele should let children rmOw that it is
important for' them to fqrm thetr own opinions, and that their thoughts
and,beliefs are of worth. In short, role models should help them to dis-
cover personal and soeial responsibility without- preaching or dogmatic
teaching.

.
. . . .

. 7stitutional Environmerits*
.

We turn now to an area that has recently received much attention in
the literature about citizenship education:. institutional environments. The
phrase was first,coined by sociologists Who used t4 word "institution'" to

-describe an organized, structured gr...oup like a family, school, or social crub.
They used the -word "ehvironment- to describe a group's physical surround-
ings; their social and political strucTure, and the traditions and values shared
and express.ed by group members. When we talk about the influence of insti-

tiorial environments on children, we are referring to the way children alter
their behavior, their valties, their attitudes, or their general personality as a
consequence, of belonging 'to various groups.

When chiklren become part of, an institution, ,members ola structured
,group they immediately come under that institution's influence. Most strut-
tured groups opetate according to'a system'of rules which define acceptable
and unaccepOile behavior. The first thing children Jriust learn then is this
system' of rules. In addition, institutions typically, have a system by which
gr.oup decisions are\ reached and carried out. Children must learn this systOrn
also. Frequently, members of_ institutions subscribe to a system of commonly
held vatues or beliefs, and this is still another syst m which children must learn
as 'they become members of an institution (Dree 'tQ970; Dunn, 1976; Jen
nings & Nieme 1974; McPartlanil & McDill, 19/ ,).

Schools are a common illustration. Schools have syste ns of iules
which very explicitly t'ell.children what they i. an and cam( It dr) (e g , onw tet.:-;
school on time; do not run in hallways; eat lunch at a certain tirnel. Also, t Iwo.
are explicit systems for reaching and carrying out deit=isiims in schools (for the
most part , what teachers say goes). Finally, most schools are characterized by
systems of values which children are expected to adopt (eg., neat work is
good work; ,learning is important).

Children can learn'the various systems of an instititional environrrwnt
in ways that are both obvious and hidden. For example, they often accept arid
adopt rules and values that are taught there (e q in school) In a less obvious

*For eu ex ellent firv 011 lerS(1111i1M1511 0l(11011111111411(` 5110 OW 1110114415 4' 4'Xi`lisli s 011% hildrenk.,41 J,,
9rs Mos, WV (44 Intwwnti'( hagiter 1, 1441,tirltr,1 !hi, I 't,lot 114.11.V. Ma 11 ,
t)tibtis at Behuvuo ( .14' m 55554( P44 Soy (05 o, I 01,, I ).%11.144 000(11 0504 54015 4' V C;tolta 1s 4,atif'.1's,.,.. PO': 10
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way, they learn by watching and imitating the actions e, d,atp tudes of those in
institutional authority (e.g.,, principals), those they adthire ('.g.. teachers), or
others like themselves. Children 'expenment as they; wat n others and imitate
what they see, testing to find opt how peopie are ward in an institUtion. By
checking who gets the most ateention or b etit ) the institution and hy
learning what ;)ctio,nS.or attitudes are most c eptaiSle and why, they learn tlw
rewards of the insdtution and begin to und nr- -what ts correct, responsible
behavior for that setting (Sanders, 197S9n. 1967: Torney, 1977).

Experts feel that four, types of irStuuttôns family; school, peer groups
groupS of friendsk arid commufitv cial pr service groups (e.g., Boy

Scouts,' Qampfire Giris'. YMHA, 'clrch (noir), are the most influential ones in
chddrepfs lives. To!.begin with, spend most of their *time in -these
instiviions'. Also 4pong thes nons there are a large number of role
models jor chilcfn to imita . Ftitthermore, the specific purpose of two ,o(
t,46ses istauti family-zm school, is to mold children's behavior, thoughts,

nd iefs, hde prering them for adult life. The other two,, peer and
coptmunity groups, have added influence because children typically join them
oluntariKr Thereby expressing a disposition to adapt to' institutional demands

(Bandura, 1969; Jennings 84 Niemi, 1974; Torney & tesconi, 1977).
Most 'research and theory about family, school, community, and peer

institutional environments talk, Of threetnfluences related to citizenship e4duca

non. These influences are the way the institution mirrors the real world, the
way its power structure oPerates, and the values and attitudes its members
display.

It is common to believe that when children adiust to the environinents
of family, school. community, and peer groups, they are preparing tlwmselves

for the real mirld, and gaming knowledge and skills useful for later effective,
responsible citizenship. The assumption is that the environments fairly reflect

the outside world. ,

However, an institutiem can be enit., of Step with the larger society. For
instance, it may not he providing learning experiences useful for-everyday life.
Statistics reveal that many adults do not vote because they never learned how

to or why they should. Furthermore, Many who do vote often do se> in cm
rink ;le >wmg, haphai.ard, or naive lashion This kind of civic apathy or ignor

ance is often laid at, the don't' of an institutional enviremment (like the school or
family) which dews not teach knc iwkdge. skills, and attitudes which will help
children understand their world and participate effectively in it (Hess 8t Tor

ney, 1967; Jaros, 1973; Stillivcsn et al:, 1979).

Another way instituttons are often out of qep is o their description of

society. One example is when an inst mini in gives t hildren the itioressi< gi that

there is nothing wrong with Amer It'a, that _it is a place where hard work is

always rewarded and intitsto e alw(ivs punished Schools frequently have been

sogied (Rit as being guilty (if this kind of misrepresentation. On the other

hand, there are institutie ars which would lead hildren to believe that there can

be no justice or reward in America without violent confrontation. This kind of

misrepresentatom i characteristw of many radical or pararnil tary wt)tips

C.\
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(American Political Science Association, 1971; Massialas, 1978; Miel & Kies-
ter, 1973; Torney & Tesconi, 1977).

In both cases, failing to provide useful instruction and misrepresenting
society, the-institutional environments fail to mirror the real world. Moieover,
than.gin children misleading expectations. In one instance, children are led to
believe that they have adequate pr.ration; in the other, they are led to
believe that the world is different than is really is. There is some evidence that
this kind of misrepresentation (by home, school or community institutions)
has consequences beyond simple apathy, ignorance, or a lack of citizenship
skillS. Offen, as children realize their preparation is inadequate or irrelefant, -
they turn against the institutions that have been misleading them. They
become isolated or antisocial. Studies indicate that this trend, intensifies as'
children age, for example, cynicism toward our society and political system
increases as children spend more time in schools (Greenstein, '1969; Lesser,
1978; McPartland & McDill, 1976; Merelrnan, 1971; Point of No Return, 1979).

Many authors, in describing this kind of irrelevant, inadequate, and
misleading preparation, focus on file operation of insttitutional power struc-
tures. TO these authors the typical institutional power structure crystallizes
the -failure of most American institutions to provide children with the knowl-
edge, skills, and atfitudes that 'will help them become personally and so4ally
responsible (Hunkins, 1976; Sturgess, 1979).1-

In an institution, power structure means more than simply who is in
charge. It also refers to how decisions and rules are made and enforced, how
conflicts-are resolved, who participates in making rules and decisions, and
settling conflicts, how attitudes and opinions are formed and expressed, and
how moral and ethical standards are created and passed on.

One obvious influence exerted by an institution's power structure is the
exercise of power itself Children discover how (o r. in what different ways)
decisions or ruleS, are made and upheld in an institution, and they use this
model of power as a frame of reference for their attitudes toward other power
structures in other institutions. For example, a child raised in an authoritarian)
family qtructure learns how to operate within that kind of structure, but- that
same child may be at seA in-a different kind of power structure one that is
more democratic, for instance arid muSt learn how to act in it. SimPle expo,
sure to such alternatives helps childreri learn, and be'comfohable with, a
variety of ways to resolve conflicts, reach decigionss, or form standards (Durk):
1976; Grambs, Carr, & Fitch, 1970; Hess & Torney, 1967; Kane, 1979).

Fuvher, experts link the operation of institutional power structures to
the denlopment of children's decision making skills (lifelong skills (4 espvcial
importance to citizenship). These skills -ret on practice; children develop
them by using them %often -and systematically to deal with many different
dilemmas. There is muc'h agreement that if they are alkmed (or better', encour
aged). to experiment with and practice their abilities,to reason, weigh alterna-
tives, evaluate, and so on, children will, with uidance, learn to be-competent
decision makers. If not, they rnay,tend to be indecisive, iump to conclusions,
or to choose haphazardly. The institutional power structure can 0fN;r or with
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hold such practiee (McPartland, McDill, Lacey, Harris, & Mwey, 1971; Tapp

et Kohlberg. 1977),
Thedrists also suggest that cliildren's attitudes toward power are

affected by their experienct,s with the power structures of family, school,

community, or peer group organizations. If they are invaved in the operation
of the power structure and in, Making decisions, and If they are given oppor

tunities to be responsible for their decisions, their view of power and of diem
selves is positive. They may begin to understand how to exercise power
responsibly and that rules iire necessary to make social interaction construc-
tive. They may also begin to see that they have control over their own lives,
and 'tbis understanding and self-esteem encourage them to act responsibly.
Converst'ly, it is suggested that if children are continually excludd from the
power structure, they view power as represSive, something to he feared and

fought (Almond & Verba. 1963; Hess & Torney, 1967; Jaros, J973; Renshon,

1975).
Beyond i91luenc g children s attitudes toward power and toward

themselves, insntutio influence other attitudes and values, Here we are

referring to additional sntutional influences that relate to the view of the
world and to the valuend attitudes advocated (openly or subtly) by institu
nonal members (AssocKikn (if American Publishers, n.cle Jaros,-1973).

All Mstitutions fostet attitudes or values and these attitudes and values

aee an important influence. In many cases, th"e values and attitudes are
taught. In schools, textbooks and teachers frequently teach attitudes and
values, for 4e<ampke cooperation and self,control. Many community service
groups also teach values, behefs, and attitudes, Even among informal groups
of friends, certain values, sucb as loyalorand sacrifice, are mutually and overt

. ,

ly taught and learned,
Children tend to adopt institutional attitudes whieh are taught because

they See them as official policy, as facts, or els the truth, since they may be

unaware of alternatives (Greenstein, 1969, ennings & 1974; Newman,

1973). ,

Children also tend if) ad( ipt them because, akPng with T ules for I )ehavior

(which may, themselves, he values), they outline what is or is not reumrded in

an instittini in, Riients whc, say they will pay for their hildren's collelge tuition

but not for their:trip to Fort Lauderdale are l)ot h aktvoc (ttinI and rewarding an

institutional vtilue (Bandura, 1969)
Many institunnnal values, 1(itAtever, an> eomrminicated ,ihhquely as

hidden messages. The influence of .these hidden que messages, while
oblique, is very powerful-, and many hidden value nu.ssag" permeate institu

tn mai environments, Consider, for example, the value nwssage presented by
tlw dress i tiles of an elementary school which represents the "back it, hasit s"

alternative in its district Before stude,nts are at «.pted by this school,, their
orents must agree in writing that they will not send their t, hildeen to school
wearing jeans or sneakers. The reasoning helitrid this rule- is that jeans and
sneakers are clothes associated with play. The children, however, do not go to

this school to play; they go to learn klence, they should wear clothes that

present a business.like appearance,
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What hidden Alue messages cro rules such as this convey? One is that
there is a distimtion between having a good time (playing) and learning (going
to school). Another is that clothes illustrate whether the wearer is serious
(ready to play or ready to learn). Still another is,that people can be character,
ized by the way they look. There are other hidden mRssages to be found in this
example, and the few chosen simply illustrate the power of this kind of
influence.

We can see further instances. To keep'order, a teacher encourages
'children to raisq theiv hands and wait their turns; a hidden message 16 them
may be that passivity is correct and valvd behavior. A mother or father is too
busy to,vote on eleCtion day; the hidden message to the children is that
participation in elecfions is not important. A father repeats an ethnic joke; the
.hidden message is that some ethnic' groups are less valded than others.

The iMportant thing to remember about hidden messages of this kind is
that b4ause they ziN subtle, unintentional, and almcist unconscious, they are
usually adopted withOut thought or question. Many of children's values, atti-
tud4s, beliefs, and prejudices are adopied in just this wayas a by-producrof
the 1Thndreds and hundreds of hidden messages they unthinkingly absorb in
an institutional environment (Giroux, 1978; Jams, 1973; Sanders, 1977; Stur,
gess, 1971).

Recommendations
..Authors writing about institutional environments agree that if we are to

prepare children to he personally and socially xesponsible citizens, we have no
choice but to provide institutional environments that allow them to learn and
assume that responsibility. A great deal of theory and research has dealt with
the positive effects that dertiocratic institutions have on children. Democratic
institutions are ones, in yhich all members have a voice in formulating and
carrying out decisions. They are institutions where power and authority are
the result of consensus. In democratic institutions obedience and cornmitrnent
to rules and decisions are the result of a cooperative spirit and/a sense of
having contributed. Members of democratic institutions are well informed,
knowledgeable, and capable of assuming responsibility. In short, democratic
.

institutions are ones in which all members ale effective participants (Grarnbs
et al., 1970; Jennings & Niemi, 1974; Simpson, 1971; Tapp, 1976).

Children who have expeiiences in aninstitution that is democratic are
more likely to be informed about how decisions are reached and about aherrta
tive ways to make decisions. They are Aso more likely to be positively mon
vated to participate in making decisions. This is because in such an institution
Children share the responsibility for and gain experience in making decisions,
rule, and-standards. They learn the value and skills of weighing alternative
Opinions, negotiating, and dissenting. Their participation in institutional affairs
is encouraged. As one example, in some studentgovernment courts the stu
dents act as the prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, and jurors, as well as
the defendants,: ,Another example is the Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts where
youngsters are encburaged to set their own agendas and goals and work
toward them pith adult guidance but without adult control (Bank Street Col
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lege of Education, 1979; Ehman, 1969; Jaros, 1973; McPartland et al., 1971;

Monroe, 1972).
Moreover, a democratic power structure seems to foster self

confidence. Children see that their actions matter, that their opinions count,
and that they really have an effect on the formulation of dPcisions and rules. !,,n

short, they learn to be effective in their world and to enjoy it (Almond &
Verba, '1963; Duckett, 1978; Hertztazarowitz & Sharan,' 079).

The greatereem'ent we found among experts ha?i- to do with-the

benefit of a.democratic intitutional environment tri children's citizenship cclu,

cation. Almost ever,Y author recommended the creation of a democratic insti-
tthional environment in families, in schools, and in community groups. Specific
recommendations for cloing this can be summarized a's, follows,

Institutions should attempt to create an open environment in which chil
dren are Allowed and even encouragH to participate in mokinq dei isms.
1..ikewise,,children should be permitted to arrive at their own values and

form thetr own attitudes. Dissent should be tolerated and children should
be encouraged th, voice their Own opinions as well as develop their own
tolerance .fOr others' points of view. As with anci learning experience,ihe .

children's age and level of maturity should be considered as well as their

ability to take part in d democratic participatory environment. They must
be able to recognize the benefits of such an open atmosphere and be

eady to handle the responsibilities of traking decisions -and expressing
,Children can best 'benefit from a derrmratic institutional envi

ronrnent if they engage in participatory activities that match theu level of
development and hold meanin g. for them.
Institutions should attempt to create an envirimment that lir( pares chil,

dren for the real world. Children should be taught knowledge .iiid thit
they can use for preserk and future participation., They should L.( helped

to develop values and attitudes that will enable them to he pit iduct lee and
effective. However, if the institutional enviionment is to reflect Ow real
world, consideration should Ire given to both the nature of the real worki

and the purpose of citizenship education. If children are to ,issuine i sense

of responsibility about the common welfare, they must know that the
world is sometimes undemocratic and unfair. People 111-0,1k laws al id profit

from it. Prejudice exists and discriminates against many Ali institution
stiould reveal the byd'as well cis the got id, not ()lily to lir; honest with,
children but to help them rectigiuie areas that need chanT It is, there
fore, an institution'sresponsibihty to make children aware of the full range

cial and politicA .-wfivity (got id and bad1 and, it rroscible, provide them

with carefully Controlled exper\rences in exploitative pobtir 01 n'ianipi dation

or social injustice as well as positive exon (1;)Wrtic 116' imitifit al or

social pit wesses.
Institutions should attempt to create an environment that is-relatively free

of negative hidden messages that may impact ohtldren's values and atti,
'tildes. Children should be made aware of the existenie of hidden rnes
sages and their powt.r, They should also be taught to 'recognize these
messages and be encouraged to 'discuss them openly and honestly. (It
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shobld.be t )ted that rrianm)f the recoMmendations`Proposed for the
creation of a democratic' tnstitutipnal enwronnwnt involve subjecting
children to,many hidden value.messages. Not one author' Who advocated
creating such Sri environment felt that 0-144 was inconsistent. ki fact, few
even addifessed.the issue. We presume that this is -because most woi314
see the hidden messages in a democratic- iristitu ton as positive ones.)

individual Developinent
The last aim. of influence we will discuss istdividual develo )ment. By

'individual development we mean the process by 'which humans' grow and
mature physically, mentally,..and emotionally. Research and,theory in individ .

ual development date hack moxAthiin seventy-We years; almcit from the
start, investigators in this area 11444knked children's citizenship to their men
tat, physical, and emotional growth_ At the. base of most theories about individ
a development there is ,a set of 'common asemptions about the growth
process. These agsumptions state that a's childr;,,ftzeet older and mature physi-
tally; they also malure erptionally and mentak.'rhis maturity involves the
ability to think and 'reason logically,and to interact with others comfortably and
appropriately, _But something.happens besides just geuing older to cause the
changet.in these abilities. As children emerience more, some fundamental

r aspects of their thinking'processes change to account for new and differeryt
kinds of information. This brings about changes in the ways children under
stand things and in their behavior.

Experts feel that individual development plays a keypart in citizenship'
education becauw it influences how children take in, urrderstand, and think

imation. lt also influences how children solve problems, arrive at
s, mAke decisions, and coordinate their thoughts and actions.

y individual development inflitences how-children view the world and the
people in it. Thus, developmental theorists maintain that individual develop
ment should he considered when teaching personal arrd social responsibility.
Some also suggest that developmental changes and the 4nfluences they exert
should be a key guide lp citizenship educatiOn (Durio, 1976; Qallatin & Add
son, 1977; Merelman,1197,1; Nucci, 1979; Sullivan et al., 1979; Torney, 1979).

Theorists disctiss fgur kinds of individual development:
4: psychomotor, velopment of physical capabilities:

cogrutiue, . or the deve pment of the ability to think, 'reason, and solve
problems;
morat/ethical, or the development of the abil ty to come to consist ) , well '
thought out moral anc hic al on( ltisions and to hve a(:(t)rdinq to a set ot
consistent morai star-au-ft
SOCIUL (a the development of the ability to adapt to a variety of
situations and to function appropriately in them

4
Changes occur in these four areas of development througlv, It life, but

they change most dramaticallysdureng childhood and adolescence. Experts
agree that experiences are the catalyst in this process of change; that is, as
children do different things, or learn about different things, their individual

c)
4,
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, deVeloPMent 1,altected. S6me theorists suggest that in certain areas ndtably

psychoratitra) and «igve individual development occurs with a great deal

of predictability and regularity. Many also contend that certain experiences, or

lack oi 4.1xpenences, can , arrest or retard development (Hudock, 1964;
1nhelder, Sinclair, & BOvet, 1974; Kohlberg, 1969; Piaget, 1965; Selman, 1975).

Even though the four areas,of individual development are interwoven,

each influencing, the other, we will describe each separately. We think this will

make individual developmc,?nt easier to understand.

Psychomotor*
Psychomotor development is e. sy to observe and follow in children.

Because of this, a great deal of research has been done in this area, particu

larly vith regard to the influences that physical development exerts on behav-

iors and attitudes. As an influence on children's citizenship education',
Psychomotor development seems to be a rich field which needs to be more

thoroughly investigated. Presently, research and theory in this area of devel.

opment (as a relates to, citizenship education) center around effeCts of hostil .

ay, tension, poor self-image and feelings of exclusion. These feelings are

typically a normal Consequence of the physical changes children expenence in

getting older, tind they are particularly obviOus in preadolescence and adoles

cence. Because they are largely physical in origin, they tend to go awtty or get

channeled into constructive activity_ .However, if the physical cause of these

felings persists or' is esperially traumatic, children may carry these negative

feelings of sociat isolation into adulthodd, For example, many point out that
American society has, in many instances, created an environment *oriducive

to exclusion and apathy among the physically .and mentally disabled. Studies

suggest that because our, society Kas largely ignored their special needs, thete

individuals do not., and sornetimes Innot , participate. This lack of parN ipa

noel often stems not only from the lack of special facilities, but (%1, fr;

attitudes of hostihty, apathy, and powerlessness whah persist among mahy

handicapPed persans (Hurlock, '1964; James, 1975; Leyser, 1979)
It has also been suggested that an analogous situation exists for many

of Anwrica's racial and ethnic minorities, Focusing on the nr al( al of ext lusion

and certainly not on any suggestion that being a member of a racial or ethnic

minority repreents 'some kind of disability, some posit that American soci-

ety's attitudes toward racial and cultural -liffereiit es have created a social envi

ronment of exclusion an& powerlessness f)r some minorities This environ-
..

meta has, in turn, caused apathy, hostility, and poor self image in the r;bildren

of these minorities. These children then carry these attitudes, and the behav

iors assca iated with them, into adulthood, becoming antisocial and nonpartai

patory (Ballesteros, 1973; Banks, 1972; Gay, 1973; (lazer & Moynihan_ 1970,

Smith, 1977; Thrney & TeY pni, 1977).

Vii," ti .1s`fionot i"%0 114 tnt, iti 0 th.,:t1. lpment .ityluSmiluerK 4. Olt I hilitwit's twhavior,
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Cognitive*
Wiith regard to ( ognitive development, there have been signiticant fin

ings, some of which we have touched on,, A major .conclusion is that as
children gkw i ol&r not onlY. does their capacity to acquire infdrmation
increase, hut so does+:their ability fo understandicomplex information, use it
constructively, and solve probleMas efficiently. There is a connection between

child's age and both the kind of information he or she can understand and.
the way Ite Or she malies sense out of it. In short, children grow from an ability
to deal klrith only simple, concrete understandings to the ability to deal 'with
aWract ones. iiiis means not only that 9-year,old children will have a much

, .shorter attention span than do 15:year,olds, but that older children &till retain
more information than younger children, aria they will be able to use that
information to solve probtems- that the 9,year olds cannot. This somewhat-
obviouslindins is very important because it strongly suggests that children's
undeq,tanding is linked to trie 'wa'y inforrriation is presented, If infonrmatioh is
too complex for a. level of cognitive crevelripment, it Will not be under,
stood. Children often deal with difficult new informatir by 'making it some,
how fit into their way of thinking. If confronted with informatiori that is too
abstract or that requires overly complex understanding, younger children will
simphfy things by altering or distorting the information until it makes sense.
They do, this because the inffwation is presented in a way that is ibo complex
for their level of development. So, because 9 year-olds, for ex;Irriple. have a

#more limited ability to understand complexity than do, 15-year,olds, they must
he given information in a very concrete wa9'.

As we said earlier, the most effective way for children of any a's,
acquire and to m4ke sense rif information is through personal experience. This
is particularly true when we consider the development of children's thinking
abilities, Simply providingimgre information is not likely to accelerate cognitive
growth. Alsothere is no guarantee that it will help them understand more.
Rather, cognitive growth or incre:ised understandin is Jikely to occur when
child-en mentally practice manipulating information: that is, when they try to
order new information 'to make it consistent with what they already know,
comparing and contrasting the old and new.. In doing this, children eventually
arrive at a mon: sophisticated way of ordering information a higher level of
cognitive understanding, For a 9 year old child this manipulatitm might be
grouping i,nd sornng cards with states' names on them according to their vo
graphical n. Jon, then according io the number of their electoral votes, and SO'
on. For 15 year old children it might be describitig alternative consequences

state when a Republican or a Democ.rat beet Knes president (Bwk.y, 1976.
Merelman, )971: Metz, 1978; Piaget, 1965: Pulaski. 1971; Tonwy. 1979).
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Moral/Ethical*
Many scholars have investigated the development ot -hildren's abihty

to come to reasoned moral.'ethical conclusions. From these theories we can

highlight key ideas whch relate to citizenship education.

To begin tkith, many believe that mqral/ethicai development reflects, in

part, the skill of perspective taking, or seeing things from another's point of:

view. This suggests that it is, to some degree, linked to the capacity to think

and riason abstractly. In addition, morallethical development may follow a se-

quence in which persons pass from a level of making simplistic moral choices

based on fear, to a level where they make reasoned moral choices based on

abstract prin6les of justice and ahruisrn. It ha's been sliggested that this

sequence s ge-related. However, childre do not progress through this

sequence automatically as they grow into a a ood. Some never pass beyond

the early- levels of simplistic mOral reasoning.
.

Because tnorarethical devel9pment is linked so closely to the devel,

oprrient of thinking, reasoning, anc(solvigg problern, many characteristics of

cognitive development apply equally. For, instance, there is probably a,con-

nection between a ahild's age and hiSor her capacity for moral!et hical reason-

ing: The older ehjicl is more likely to be able to deal with abstract moralsethital

dilemmas. But as was pointed out, Ige alone is no uarantee of moral!ethical

leVel. As was. the;:tase in cognitive development, the development of moral!

ethical reasoning More thaQ 'a process of acquiring' information; it is -a.

process of learning neW V./ays to deal with that information. For example,

children^may learn at a relatively early age that stealing is wrong. Their under-

standing of wyy it is wror4, however, changes:as they develop. In the earliest

stage of hig-Or her moral development, a child may say that it is wrong to.steal

because you m6ht get punished if you do. In a somewhat higher stage,- the

child's reason for not stealing may be that you shouldn't steal because people

won't like you if you do. And in an even high(>r developmental 4kage the reason

given might be that stealing is wrong becaUse.it's against the law.

Again, as with cognitive development, children must be given moral,'

ethical informanon appropriat'e to their level of development. If this does not

happen, they may alter or distort the information in an attempt to understand

it. Likewise, if children are not sufficient 14Aaat ure to deal with complex moral!'

e hical dilemmas, they may oversimply them.
Research is also being conducted to determine tIe retairmship of

moral:ethical development to actual behavior. Investigators argue that the

way a person acts should be th'e focus of examination, not what he or she

says. They point out that many ol us give wellreasoned answers to hypotheti

cal morat'ethical questions, yet we do not always act in an ethical way in real

hfe. This c<msideration makes the progress of children's moral.lethical devel

opment more difficult to predict, monitor, and assess.than their psychomotor

or cognitive development.

a at% e Itt olivot e"ri tr read dmr usston toot 6: Ohlt .11 dovtlopment, t et t tnantnd "Mt gal I hinlong Can h
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Moreover, moral'ethical development involves more than a capacity
for intellectuahzation and abst act thinking. 'Also involved are the children's
feelings about others and about themselves. Because of This, many believe that
positive personalsexperiences, ones that make children feel goodrabOut them-.selves -and others, are key to moral/ethical development..Other factors of
generaljpersonality development, sucl-i as identity crisis resolution or growthof the superego, also seem to play an important. part1(Erikson, 1968; Furtr
Baw, & Smith, 1976; Gallatin & Adelson, 1970; Jordan & Waite, 1979; Levine
43E Tapp, 1977; Muson, 1979; Superka, 1976; Torney, 1979).
Social"'

.
The 'development of children's ability to_ understand and adapt to differ.,

era _situations and people has been examined in a number of ways. Nearly all.
studies-agree thak social ileyelopment is based on the expansion of a child'sview of the woad. As a result, to most experts, social development is linIV
closely with children's experiences with.others; With the nature-of theSe e-xpe-4ences aYid .with the Way the child 'perceives and understands 'these
experiences.

The. expansion O1,6 child's world doeS not reult from simply having
more facts. Rather;it reflects, more than anything else, a chils-l's increasing
ability to take another's perspective, see the world and people from other

. viewpoints, predict how others might act,. and plan actions accordingly.
Because cif this, social development is akin to both cognitive and moraVethical
development. As is the case With cognitive and moral/ethical development,
children tend to simplify complexi0 that they do not readily understand. In
this instance complex sociat.situations are simplified to fit their social world.
Consequently, younger c.hiTctren are particularly apt to adopt stereotypes'
(overly Simplified conceptions) or to blame themselves when social relations
break down (as in divorce). ,

Social development probably occurs according to a sequential patterm
which, tqain, is somewhat related to agO. AA young children begin-with an
egocentric view of the world, believinct that they are the center of all social
activity and interest. As they grow, they develop social understandings and
behaviors that enable them to recognize the importance of others and to
function in, diffesent social settings family, school, peer groups, clubs, and so
on. Thus,,as children get older, they become more socially sophisticated, and
this is probably the result of both age related experience and age-relat-ed
cognitivie growth. Some believe that social devekiprnent is associatecl with a
child's ability to talk. To their', increasingly sophisticated communication with
others leads children to increasingly sophisticated social awareness and sensi
tivity. In any event, it seems fairly clear' that social development' requires real
social experiences with others, not ones that are simulated or merely
observed.

*For an viu Olent eaw ci told dim 41'0'3011U( ',A I( teti dew+ , vie ik.l .41,MA-till-A I )i-k:eliit.inielitai iai 11
InNirpersc mai and Mnral 4v,rari.riess.in NfrionN Children- hi; Hi i wrt Selinan t'ot se, thn wool 411tted
Mvyin, Burnham, and ChokanWiltrid Laurier (hoversi9Pitio.s.
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Because it is linked to interpersonal cont ct, sóciatdevelopment, like

morallethical development, involves more than thinking; it involves feelings

about oneself and about others. This means that it is related to the develop-

ment of a child's self-concept and personality. in a seose, social development

.'can be seen as a process of establishing and defining ori's place in a world of

other people, periodically reevaluating that place, and adapting oneself to new

mles and new people (Durio, 1976; Erikson, 1968; Gallatin & Addson, 1970;

Leyser, 1979; Nucci, .1979; RaplA, 1978; Remy, 1976; Schwartz, 1975; Selman,

.1975; Torney, 1979).

'Recommendations 64'

As we pointed ou( 41ove, experts have provided strong evidence link-

ing the ,influerices of individual psychomotor, cognitive, moral'ethical, and

social development to citizenship education. Furthermore, there is agreement

that by structuring citizenship education to account for the many aspects of

individual development, we can strengthen 'and extend the effect of that edu-

cation. Recommendations for doing4this cari be summarized as follows:

Activities related to citizenship education should reflec4 children's levels of

cognitive, moral, and social development: that is, the levl of instruction

should be neither too complex nor.too simplistic. The material and activi .

ties should be challenging and encourage manipulation and rethinking, but

they should not c:fitinually make demands .that exceed the children's

capabilities. Information should be Oared to cognitive maturity, and social

skills ought should match the sophisticaqon of the chillren's social devel-

,ipment. The social stiucture of instruction (e.g individual, large group,

small group, peer tutor) should be one in which tbe child is comit)rtable,

although other groupings should also be used for variety and to encourage

adaptability.
The learrnN activities should stress experience that' is, he based on the

children's -4.?n experiences, provide for learning by w.iy of experiences,

and be clearly related to future experiences. Informap should be pre-

sented in a way that enables children to liken it to somethino they have

experienced, seen, or been a part of for example, an examination of

different kinds of family structures. Childrep should be allowed to partici,

pate in real (or reaRic) situations that, while being sensitive to the chil.

dren's way of viewing the world, do not necessarily reinforce it. Finally,

-children shoukl be able to see the usefulness of activities to their lives.

Skills should move from already mastered ones to new ones. Children

shotild h:ive an opportunity to apply new skills 10 old situations, old skills

to new situations, or new skills to new situations. For instance, children

can go frOm comparing ()fliers according to height, to comparing them

according to other physical attributes, to comparing them according to

cultural attributes, to comparing cultural attributes.
elrugut-,, peculiar or inconsistent examoks should he used ni activities, so

that there are chaknges to existing understandings and opportunities to

devise ways of handling, new situations. However, if conflicts are pre,

".--ented, care should be taken to provide the means to resolve them.

N#



III. Words Into Action
In the preceding pages, we have summarized a great deal of research

and theory. We have described some current thinking about 4-zenship and

citizenship education. We have also described what researchcSnd theory tell

us about.. three significant influeilces .on children's citize&hip education.

Finally, we have outlined some recommendations for using thee influences to

enhance children's citizenship 'education_ In short, we have summarized

words" about,citizenship education.
Jr) the following pages, we will turn these "words" irttO "action" by'

describing 36 exemplary practices in citizenship education. Fifteen are,

intended mainly for classroom use and eleven can be initiated by the school

arid used as comrnunity-related programs. We have also briefly summarized

10 cornmercially-piloduced practices which we feel are also exemplary. To

obtain these practices/we contacted hundreds of school and classroorn,practi-

tioners and directors of community organizations across the country, Abd we

asked them to send us their best citizenship activities, lessons, and programs.

We also read dozens of summaries,of practices and programs that appeared in

journals, books, and'government publicdiions. Also, we asked more than fifty

publishers to provide us with descriptions of citizenship practice that, they

thought would be -appropriate_
Each practice we received was reviewed to determine if it was consis

tent with,and a good illustration of the research and theory we summarized.

We focused first on the developer's goals and objectives q) determine if the

practice dealt with one of the three influences we had discussed and, if so,

which influence was stresed. We then examined each practice to determine

its developmental apptopl4alen4ss, the degree to which it challenged children,

its relationship to real-world'personal experiences, and its educational integ,

rity and validity. Next, we looked at the teaching and learning strategies

emphasized in each practicu to dete'rmine the part played by children versus

that, played by adults. Finally, we looked at each practice to see if these

strategies were likely to help the childre. n meet the objectives.

The practices we have included in this booklet were selcted because

we feel that they are good practical translations of the. research and theory in

citizenship education that we have summarized. All these practices involve, to

some extent, the infliwnce of role models, institutional environments, and

considerations of individual deves.loprnent. They vary, however, in the amount

of emphasis placed on each of these three, influences, and they differ in the

teaching and learning strategies employed to capitalize on these influences_

Of.



ACTION:
Practices for

Citizenship Education,

In this section we present exemplary practices in citizenship education.
They are divided as follows:

Detailed descriptions of elementary .school practices.
Detailed descriPtions .of secondary school practices.
Summary descriptions of commercially-produced practices.
Summary descriptions, of community-oriented,, practices.'
Brief summaries from 4 Hothe and Community Guick, to Children's Citi-

zenship Education.
The detailed elem intary and secondary sChool descriptions follow a

step-by-step format. We do ibis to make it easy to use them as lesson plans.
.The commercially-produced and community-oriented practices follow

a different format one that summarizes the-practice rather than details it. We

do this because the publishers and developers of these practices will, in most

cases, supply detailed descriptions if asked.* Furthermore, in the case of the
community-oriented ones, the practices are comprised of many activities
which do not lend themselves to step-by-step descriptions:

The commercial practices are intended to be used in the classroom or
the school. The commilinity-oriented practice* on.the other hand, are meant

to enlarge children's school and classroom experiences. They were submitted

by teachers who intended them as school programs that exttnded children's
citizenship education into the community. We believe, however, that they can
be initiated, by.anyone interested in giving children's citizenship education a
community orientation. BecaOse of this, these pract,rdes also appear in,the
companion to this booklet, Words Into Action: A Home and Community
Guide to Children's Citia,nship Education.

Finally cOme the brief summaries of the exemplary practices described
in greater detail in the companion to this booklet. We believe that these
practices are also good practical translations of the- research and theory,
designed to ber initiated and carried out by parents or community group

leaders.
We include them here as food for thought for 'those readers interested

in further coordinating the home, school, and community aspects of citizen-
ship education. To hOp in this coordination, we have indicated in these brief
summaries the main research or theoretical einphasis of each practice: role

institutional environments; or considerations of individual develop-

*We have int luded the hartws And Atirirey,e% develtAper% They were ttt mded hy the developer.. themselvec
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ment. We hope that these brief summaries will lead the interested readerto
investigate the fullerdescriptions or the practices in the home and community
guide.

Below is a listing of The practices.which relate to the school and class "
foam. They are keyedito the influence which we'feel is most emphasized by
each one role models, institutional environments, or considerations of- indi,
vidual developmenC We have adapted most of these practices in order to
more effectively highlight the use of tNse influences. But we made no signifi-
cant changes in tile content. We point otit that this listing is not rigid. There is
overlap, and some practices coul easily be Wed under more than one influ-
ence. We offer this listing only a c6nvenience, and we hope the reader will
use-it flexibly.

Seven practices use st tegiesthat mainly involve role Models. They
focus on the following comrnc, 4 ns.

Role models should:
provide information accurately and clearly.
provide children with sources of information or verified and verifi-

,able information.
provide guidance for children but should not preach to them.
behave in a-way that lets children know that it is important to
consider many points of view and ,rnany sources of informatim.

Practices which. for the most part stress role models are:
Elementary The Citizen Ship 31
SecorrdaN The Message of the Media 47
Community Art Class Aides

619
Junior EdUcators of Tomorrow
Project STOP r 74
StudentsasTeachers 76
TeachingLearning Communities Program (T LC) 79

Fourteen practices use strategies,. that -mainly involve a democratic
inst iW tional environment. They focus on tho folkming recconmendations.

The institutional envirOnnwnt should:
allow and encourage open discussion and the opportunity for
dissent.
allow and encourage children to take the initiative in defining. a'nd
carrying out their own learning experiences.
allow and encourage children to participate in malting dec viRms
about things that affect them.
closely relate to the real world in terms of the knowledge and 1;kilk
being taught to children.

Practices which for the most part stress democratic institutional
environments are:
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Elementary It's Against the'Law 36

Secondary Changing Laws .43
Citizen Advisory C3ouncils 44

Ignorance Is No Excuse ......... ........... 46

You Are the Judge: A Moral Dilemma 55

Commercial America's Prisons 59

Delegate 63
Skills in Citizen Ac ion: An English-Social

Studies Program for Secondary Schools 67

Voices for Justice 68

Community Consuiner' Action Service 70

Project JONAH 73
Running the School Store . 75

Solar Pioneers .......' ...... ...... 7

Youth and Law .. ..... ..... ....... 80

Fifteen practices use strategies that mainly involve consideration of
individual development. They focus on the following recommendations.

Instruction keyed to individual development should:
present material which is neither too complex nor too simplistic for
the children's levels of.cosgnitive, moral, and social development.
be linked to children's personal experiences hoth past .and
present.
expand children's cog Thive. social, and moral perspectives by
exposing them 10 situations that are unique and new to them.

Practices which for the most part stress individual development are:
Elementary Circles of Responsibility

Cultural Heritage Week
Naturalization Court Ceremony_
Responsibility in Kenya and in America
Spotlight Of the Week
A Public Service Advertising Campaign .
Supreme Court -Decisions
Voter Registration
Citizenship Adventures of the lAhpop Drogon
Citizenship Decision Making
Culture Contact
Equality
First Thirigs: Values
Living with Me and Others
High School Medical S( holars

Sec c)ndary

Comnwrcial

Community

29

33
37
39
41

48
50

. 53
. 60

61

69

65
..... 66

71
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C des of Responsibthty
(Grade Levels 4, 5 6

Skills Involved
Art, Speaking and Writing,
Analysis

Subjec t Areas
Art, Social Studies

Materials Needed
Art materials, questionnaire

(included)'

Time Required
introductory activity

(discussion, questionnaire,
chart making): one hour

Charting may continue all year

%Objectives . ,
to understand th4 concept ot responsibility.

to accept new responsibilities.
40 to compare and contrast different kinds of responsibilifies.

to make a responsibility chart,

Directions
Discuss the concept of responsibility by asking students to

define the term and tell to whom they think they are responsible and in

what ways.
Distribute the questionnaire for -them to fill out.
Have them discuss their responses to the questionnaire and

exp ain how some responsibilities affect their family life, some offect

their school lives, and some affect their community or friends.
Ask each student to make an individual ':Orcg of Responsi

bility Chart- (see at t_vhed sample) and explain that it will he used for

charting new responsihthnes. You may also want t make one Large

chart to mark new responsibilities for the entire class. Review them
periodically (e.g., once a month).

Have students Weep track of their new responsibilities as the

school year progresses,. As each child demonstrates a new responsi,

bility, he'she should write it in the approprinte circle an9i explain to thie

class what the new responsibihty was and how he'she fulfilled it.
Create a badge or writteerlward to be'given at the end of the

semester for each child who has irwreased the number of his her

responsibilities.
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Questionnaire for
Circles of Responsibility

1. Do you help with household chores? If so, which ones.

2. Do you clean up after your pets?

3. Do you 4p to bed at a reasonable hour?

4. Do you set aside enough tirne tO do your homework and then stick
to it?

5. Do you listen when other people speak, even if you disagree with
them? Why or 'why not?

6. Do you let your brother or sister alone when he or she is upset and
wants some privacy? Does he or she do the same for you?

7. Do you pick up cans'or boxes thrown along the road?

8. Do you obey all the school rules, even those you don't understand?

Sample
Circles of Responsibipty Chart

Developer
hn True

m Jr. High School
A ms County
1099 North Huron
Nor/hglenn, Colo. 08234

0.)
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The Citizen Sh
(Grade Levels 1, 2, 3

Skills' Involved
Comprehension, Analysis,
Evaluation of Value
Statements, Grouping and
Sorting, Speaking and/or
Writing

Subject.Areas
Language Arts, Social Studies

Materials Needed
Ship poster on bulletin board,

3x5 cards

Time Required
On-going activity that stude6ts
do independently with periodic

. class discussions

Objectives
to understand the concept of citizenship.
to analyze and evaluate value statements about good vs. bad
citizenship .

to develop a personal definition of the word "citizenship" and
communicate it orally or in- writing.

Directions
Makesa ship poster like the one on the next page anci post it on

the bugtliiboard.
Write on 3x5 cards five good citizenship behaviors and five bad

citizenship behaviors for children (e.g., a good citizen obeys traffic
signals when crossing the street).

Have children read the cards and choose the ones which
describe good citizenship and place those in the pocket on the Citizen
Ship. The teacher should replace these cards with new good and bad
behaviors froM time to time as the activity is repeated. Perhaps
describe more complex good and bad citizenship behaviors with each
replacement.

Engage students in brief discussions in which they suggest good
or bad citizenship behaviors for the cards.
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Deveioper
Ms. Rebeci-ca L. Dietrich
Box 131
Pitman, Pa. 17964
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Cultural Heritage Week
(Grade Levels 1, 2 3)

Skills Involved
. Research, Speaking and

Writing

Subject Areas
Social Studies, Geography,
Anthropology, Art, Music,
Language Arts

Materials Needed
These will vary for each cultural

group as the s'chool year
progressfs. Volunteer speakers

often require p.rops

Time Required
Approximately one hour a day

for five days for each culture
represented; can be repeated

periodically during school s)ear

Objectives
to discover the richness of tiie mixed heritage among children in a
classroom or school,
to recognke and appreciate the similarities and differences among
the cultures of different .groups of people.
to discover, through individual and group research and
presentations, unique features of various cultural groups (as
report ed,in a classroom, school, and so on).

Directions
'Poll students as to their cultural heritage. A chart or map can be

displayed which shows students' names and heritages. Cultural
heritage may be a sensitive topic for some students. Because of this, it
should be stressed that this activity is voluntary. Also, some students
might needhelp determining their heritage.

Tell students that throughout the school year the class will be

putting on cultural heritage weeks honoring all of the heritages
represented in'the class.

Allow the class, as a whole, to choose the order in which to
highlight the various cultures. (Eyery chosen cult ure will be honored for

a week.)
Send a letter to each child's parents. informing them about the

cultural heritage weeks. Ask parents to volunteer lime and materials
during the wek their, child's heritage is being featured.

The following weekly schedule is suggested to be used for each culture:

Monday: A representative from an embassy, an exchange stu-
dent, or a guest from the codntry highlighted might be
asked to speak to the class about his/her culture.
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Tuesday: A display of art, fabric, books, jewelry, and the like, can
be set up.

Wednesday: A study of the foods-of the country can be introduced,
and specialists asked to prepare ethnic dishes for lunch.

Thursday: Music and dance can be performed by students as well as
professionals.

Friday: A fashion show can be held with parents, students, and
teachers Serving as models. Clothes can be borrowed
from.homes, local shops, or perhaps a museum.

Follow-up each cultural heritage week by having students
discuss what they have learned about their classmates heritages. Ask
what they learned and what surprised them about the featured culture.

Developer
Adapted from the
What's Worked Files of the
Home and School Institute
Trinity College
Washington, D.C. 20017
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It's Against the Law
(Grade Levels 4,e5, 6)

SkiII Involved
Speaking, Wrifing, Hypothesis-,
Formatcon, Analysis,
Evaluation) Working
Cooperatively in Small Gyoups

Materials Needed
List of laws

Subject Areas Tjtne Required
American Law, Governmen t, Approximately two hours of
Civics, Values Education in.class time

Objectives
to understand the social ialie. of cer.tain laws.
to realize that I<IVSS develop in respow to the ch'inging needs of
citi-a4.0s and thus vary from one group to another and from one
time to another.

Directions
Divide the class into four groups. Each group should be

assigned three laws from the list on the next page.,Ask the groups to
read over the laWs and figure out why each might have been passed.
Ask them to consider what conditions in society they think might have
led people to enact the law and what conditions today it force
society to keep, rescind, or amend the law,

Ask each group to select a group repor a wl have that
reporter present the Qroup's ideas to the whole class.

Have each class member write down a rule or law which he:she
must follow at home, in school, and in t he community, and which seems

to be a silly one. Ask each student to present his., her rule to the class
and to tell why he she thinks it is a silly one. A discussion Might then
follow which addresses the reasons these rules and laws were enacted
and are enforced,

List of Lows

1. In Nicholas County, West Virbinia, no clergyman shall tell a funny

story from the pulpit.
2. In Compton, California, dancing cheek to cheek is prohibi ed.

Beanshooters are forbidden by law in Arkansas. Any person found

guihy of using a beanshooter or similar implement shall he guilty of

a misdemeanor.
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I. is illegal to hunt or shoot camels in Arizona.
.. b Los Angeles. a customer of a meat mark(-1 is prohibited by city

linance from poking a turkey to see if it is tender.
in Springfield, Massachusetts, it is against the law to ride on the
roof ot your automobile.

7. In Lake Charles, Louisiana;law makes it illegal to let a rain puddle
remain in your front yard for more than twelve hours.

'S. In Hanford, California, people may not interfere with children
jumping.over water puddles.

9. It is against the law in PUeblo, Colorado, to raise or permit a
dandelion to grow within the city limits.

10. In Walden, New York, it is illegal to give a dr nic of water to anyone
unless you have a permit.

11. It is against the law in Illinoifor a conductor to collect fares without
s. his hat on.

12, In Bradford, Connecticut, it's against the law to appear on the
street unless coverecl from shoulder to knee.

13. It is against the law to slap a man on the back in Georgia.
14. In Vermont it is illegal to whistle under water.
15. All taxicabs must carry a broom and shovel in the District of

Columbia*.
16. in Key West, Florida, t urtle racing is prohibited within city limits.
17. In Fort Madison, Iowa, law requires the fire department to practice

15 minutes before attending a fire.
18, It's against the law to gargle in public in Louisiana.
19. Rochester, New York, firemen must wear neckties on dui/.
20. In Kentucky it is illegal to sleep in a restaurant.
91: A South Carolina law forbids people to crawl around in public

sewers,without a written perniit from the authorities.
92. hi Rochester, Michigan, anyone bathing in public must first have

his suit inspected by a police officer.

Developer
John True
Huron Jr. High School
Adams County
10990 North Huron
Northglenn, Cob. 80234

Ti
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eralization Court.Ceremonv
(Grade Levels 4, 5, 6)

Skills invohAl
Wilting and Speaking, Analysis
and Evaluation, Decision
Making

Subject Areas
Social Studies, Art

Materials.Nee'ded
World map, crayons or
colored 6encils, writing

materials

- Time Required
Approximately ten hours of

,in-class and out-of-class time

Object ves
to recognize America's ethnic fiiversity and richness..
to recognize that U.S. citizenship is highly valued and worthy of
effort and commitment.
to recognize the differences-between citizenship by birth 9c1
citizenship by naturalization.
to' become aware of the .iLidge's function in granting citizenship.
to express pride in community by welcoming new citizens.

Dire tions
Contact the local Naturalization Court coo'rdinaufr to find out

from which catntries current prospective citizens come.
Post a wall map of the world, marking on it drigins of the soon lo-

be naturalized aliens. A discussion might be initiated-to determine what
an alien is.

Invite the Nat uralPzat ion Court cc )ordinotor to the'classux)m to
explain procedures for obtaining citizenship and to help the students
decide what role they can play in the naturalization ceremony they are
to witness, if feasible.

Have the class brainsuirin hoW to ''advertise their cc nninunity
as a good place in live. Student s couki list snnt the benefits
in their community,

Cre,ate display pisters and have students compose 10 ters-
containing personal greetings to new ea vims and inviting them to feel
welcome and enioy the benefits of the community. (I .P-:.ts of new
-citizens can probably be obtained from county or city officers or fitim
the Naturalization Court coo ndniator )

Arrange to take the class to an actual Naturalization Co4irt
ceremony if at all possible. (Perhaps arrange with t he Judge beforehand
to Int n Kill(V the class to the naturalizaticm candidates.) At the end tit
the naturalization c oremony. the students could shake tlw new
citizens' hands and offer welcome to them.
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Discuss the studeps reactions to the ceremony OnCe the class
has returned to the clascsroom. Here feelings may he explored about
how the students feel about being U.S. citizfris and having the rights

anct resirnsibilities of citizens.
Have t'he class write p thank-you letter io the judge expressing

s how they fek about the cerernod, telling what they learned.

4

Deueloper
Margaret L. Hughes
277 W. 'Springektsbury Ave.
York, Pa. 17403
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Responsibility in Kenya and in America
(Gl.ade Levels 4, 5; 6)

Skills Involved
Problem Sblving, Moral
Reasoning, Reading
Comprehension, Speaking

Subject Areas
Social Studies4 Law,
AnthropOlogy, Sociology,
World Cultures, Workl HisiOry

Objectives

Materials Needed
Map of Africa, Case study (on
next page), writing materials

Time Required
Approximately:two to three

claSs hours'

to'recognize value conflictS that re ult from cultural or econorn c
cdrifli:Os. . I '.. . . .

.

.'f to compare, and coritrast cultur4y-determ:ined,Values syStems.
'i 'to. recognize .1:iossible alternative.for resolving a sPeCific conflict.

to 'decide upon a resolutidnfOr the 'dilemma and state reasons ion
the decision.

y

Directions
Diseuss the' concept of responsibility bp asking students to

suggest reSponsibilitieS . that parents: typically' 'have toward their
children in our soCiety.

Locale Kenya on the map 'of Africa and lead a discussion of how
people often have different ideas :a6out responsibilities of parents
toward their children and that. these differences may relate to cultural
differences.

Have students research sorhe differences between various
Kenyan cultures and vari9us American cultures.

Distribute copies of the case st udy on the next page for the class
ro read.

Discuss the students' reactions to the father's dilemma andlthe
way he solved it . Have the studei its describe how they see his conflicts.

ye them do the same for the conflicts faced by the American
nts.

Have the class resolve the responsibility conflict and decide
hat should be done with the Kenyan child. Have students list their

reason's nd present them to the class.
Follow-up with research and discussion of American adoption

procedures or differences in thtitudeS towards the role of females in
various societies and cultures,
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Case Study.°

A young Africab woman of Kenya died in childbirth leaving her
husband with the responsibility of providing for their child. The father
of the child was, at the age of twenty, the sqle support of his parents and
seven younger brothers and sisters. He felt that he was unable to
assume the additional burden of rearing his baby with the care and
attention that she needed. After careful consideration, he decided to
"give" the baby to a white American family living in Kenya.

Although the American family consisted of parents and two
teenage girls, they were happy to care for the child, and the teenagers
Were delighted with their new "sister." Soon the family came to love the
child and to think of her as a true member of the family.

Now the family is thinking about adopting the baby and bringing
her back with them to the United States at the end of seven years.

The family is not sure that they should do this, however, since
the baby's family also loves the child, and a sister of the baby's mother
has offered to give the child a home. Also, a female baby is considered
valuable by her tribe. When she is older she will help with the crops,
:hatil and chop wood, and bring a "bride's price" from her future
husband t6 her poor family.

An addi,4onal worry to the foster Parents is that by taking the
child away to another country, the child will be deprived of knowledge
about her native Culture and family.

Case Study Reprinted qeueloper
with permission of Copyrighted by

Law in a Free Society Law in a Free Socie y
5115 Douglas Fir Dr.
Suite 1
Calabasas, Calif. 91302

ete
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Spotlight of the Week
rade Levels I., 2, 3)

Skills levolved Materials Needed
Speaking, Inquiry, Role Pla-srri-4- Art materials

Subject Areas
Social Studies

Time Required
Introduction, 15 Minutes;

Preparation for spotlighting,
one hour; interview and

discussion, one hour

Objectives
to recbgnize indiVidual sitnilarities and differences.
to distinguish-his/her personality traits from others' personality
traits.

Directions
This activity is to be introduced lortly after school opens in
September.

Introduce the activity by asking students to look around the
classroom at each other. Point out that every person in the class is
different and equally important. Tell the students that everyone in the
class will have an opportunity throughout the school year to be the
most important person in the class for a day. Explain that although only
one person will b'e spotlighted per week, all students will have a role in
preparing for that day",

Have the stud&ts create press badges, microphones, and so
on, and set up a podium. Have them list the questions to be used for the

interviev,h
Help select reporters who will do the spotlighting.
Have the reporters interview the spotlighted person about

hisiher family life, customs or it achtions, foods, pets, or hkes

Have the entire class talk about what they have learned at the

end of each interview
Follow, up by having the class choose a community person they

would like to find out more about, Arrange an interview with that

person.

Deue/oper
Edna Genise Lewis
1623 Linda Drive
West Chester, Pa. 19380

4 4
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Changing Laws
(Grade Levels 7, 8. 9)

ces

Skills Involved
Discussion, Inquiry, Valuing, .

Interviewingx Composition

Subje,ct Areas
Civicst Law, History

Materials Neded
No special materials needed

Time Required
Two 50-minute class periods

Objectives
to recogni.ze the need, for laws.
.to realize that laws can&e chancied.

* to .foresee -what, laws may change in the future and how their
change might affect students personally.
to investigate the origin of some laws.

4. to become aware that laws often reflect the social c imate and as
that climate changes, laws often change.

Directions
Ask students to define what they think a law is and how they feel

about obeyinglaws. If students are not sure 'of what a law is,cite
examples. Inquire whether students think the lawssthey obey today are
the same laws that existed 50 or 60 years ago, and ask them to explain
their answers.

Have students discuss with their parents and/or other older
relatives laws which the adults followed as teenagers but which no
longer exist or have been changed. One example could he the lowering
of the voting age from 21 to 18.

Have the class form a disc ussiOn circle and give each student an
opportir'nity to cite a nonexistent or changed law and why the law has
changed. Discuss what events may have led up to the changing of each
law cited. After discussion, ask students to write a composition
speculating on changes in the law for the next 50 years.

De uelopeN
John True \
Huron Jr, High School
Adams County
10990 North Huron
Northglenn, Colo. '80234
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zen Advisory Councils
(Grade Levels 10, 11, 12)

Skills Involve
Critical Thinking, Values
Anatysis, Decision Making,
Role Playing.

Subject Areas
Sociology, History,
Go'..rernrnerit

Materials Needed
Copies of newspaper artiele on

next page, copies of school
philosophy

Time Required
Two to three 50-minute

class periods

Objectives.
to describe and define the role and tasks of a citizen advisory
council.
to identify possible participants and their respective reasons for
joining a citizen advisory council. .

to recognize a schoors needs and set goals to Meet Those needs.

Directions
Discuss the concept of a formal education.
Ask students to consider what they believe to be the goal of a

formal education. Record the answers on the chalkboard.
Discuss which goals the class believes to be the "right" ones and

why. Discuss the role the public can play in deciding what goals are
chosen by schools. Have the class hypothesize kicids of community
persons that should he involved in drafting such foals.

Dis te copies at he newspaper article ftrinied on the next
page.

H e students read it .rid discuss the purpose of the citizen
advisor ouncIl in Los Angeles. Ask them to decide if such an advisolir
council ould work in their community.

Divide the class into 4 or S groups, each representing different
groups immunity, parent, teacher, and the like) that might sit cm a
citizen advisory council for the school district. Ask each group to set
arid list goals for jhe district, as that gr up would see them.

Give each group a copy of the school philosophy Let them
rewnte it and reevaluate the goals they've already written in terms of
the new philoy iphy

Have a represent,pive of each grr alp report on the philosophy,
cyttils, and group processes involved in t,he exercise.

Follow_up by having the class decide upon and write a common
school philosol;Ily and common schor ii goals. Have them write a letter
to t he principal r select representatives to go in p&son to let himler
know their opinions.
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"Public to Ete Given Role in Deciding City Schools',Goals"

Should the city schools teach your child "saleable skills,
understandings and attitudes that 04ake the worker . a productive
participant in economic- life"?

Or shtuld they concentrate on developing "a full array of
thinking and problem-solving skills" exercised by independent minds
and -self-directed individuals?

Or should the schools try to do both?
Starting shortly, cifizen advisory councils at each of the

district's 626 schools will try, under the district's plan, to marshal
community interest in deciding what publiceducatidn should comprise
in today's world.

The process will be repeated en masse throughout the county
and state in the coming weeks as one of the first endeavors of its kind in
the nation.

The lay public will be asked to chart educational goals of the
future as part of a statewide plan promulgated by the-Legislature.

If the public is dissatisfied with education and wants change, as
the thinking goes, then it first must decide what the schools ghould be
doing.

Goal setting is considered the first step toward holding the
schools accountable for their performance in educating children.

What happens then depends on many factors, including
whether schools are willing to adapt their actions to the adopted goals.

Is the program unrealistic? -

Possibly, but the project leader thinks the plan iihe only way
out of the chaos we are in."

"If it is a dream," he sad, "it had better N)eomE, dfeality, People
see too many inconsistencies and irrelevaicies in education.
Education, like a lot of other institations, is in trouble."

"The cimcept of public education is km irth avniq but schw ils
cMust be reformed. They have got to become tw)re personalized and

individuah zed. and people must come to feel rest x xv-abk. it A. the
decisions now made for them by institutions."

"If the effort produces nothing more than partial removal (If the
wall that often exists between schools and parents," he said, "it wbuld
he a mcv accomphstuiwni."

he Tas ce.)ordinator for the L s Angeles district said, "It the
district's goals are to refket 1 the'clesires of the total commuiuty, it is
imperative that large nuinlwrs (if thi)se served by the schools
parents, community representatives, students (at the secondary level)
and others he involved in the goal setting process.-

Excerpted from the Los Anwk,s
Times, January 15, 1973

Reprinted with permission of
Low In LI Free Society

Develoiwr
Copyrighted by
Law in a Free Society
5115 Douglas Fir Dr., Suite
Calabasas, Calif. 91302
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Ignorance Is No Excuse
(Grade Levels 7, 8, 9)

Skills Involved
Inquiry, Discussion, Analysis

Subject Areas
Civics, Law, History

ObjectiveS
to determine which laws directly affect students' lives.
to recognize the impact of laws on everyday life.
to analyze the purpose of public safety laws.

Directions
This activity focuses on creating an awareness of the need for laws in
our society.

Write the following statement on the board and ask students to
discuss its meaning: "Ignorance of the law is no excuse." The
discussion should focus on making students aware of the need for laws.

DM& the class into two groups: those students who walk to
school and thos(who ride. Have each group list laws devised to protect
them during their trips to and from school.

Have the class disCuss the importance to their lives of the laws
on the lists. A similar exercise can be done using school rules rather
than laws. In this exercise, focus on the similarities and differences
between school rules and laws. Discuss, for example, what happens
when rules or laws are disobeyed.

Materials Needed
No special materials needed

Time Required
One 50-minute class period-

.

Deueloper
John True
Huron Jr. Hi h School
Adams County
10990 North Huron
Northglenn, Colo. 80234
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The Messageof the Media
(Grarle Levels 10, 11, 12)

Skills Involved.
Critical Reading, Analysis,
Inquiry

Subject Areas
Government, Journalism, Law,

History

Mateitiafs Needed
NewspapetT journals or

maga

Time equired,
Two or thr 50minute

periods

Objectives
4 to discriminate between fact and opinion.

to recognize the point of view talcen by speci media.

to compare and contrast media coverage of .event or issue.

to recognize the way media can influence the tcome of an issue.

Directions
Discuss what sections and in what order students read the

newspaper or magazines. List which sections are read most. Point out

to the class tkat these are known as "prime spaces" and are used for

'the most important stories.
Have students read newspaper or magazine articles that

describe a ctirrent issue (not editorials or Op-Ed columns). Ask the

students to identify in writing those statements that seem to be facts

and those that seem to he,opinions or inferences. .

Have the students compare and contrast their analyses of the

stones with the way ebch newspaper or magazine treated the story.

Ask them to consider the page the article appeared'On, its placement

on the page, whether pictures were used, and whether it was set off by

headlines. Ask how this treatment affected their reaction to the

issue.
Follow-up hy having students discuss their attitudes totbard the

press and the subtle way the press can influence readers. Divide

student s into four sec fions and assign each a contemporary news event

or issue_ Ask each to prepare a 60,second news report aimed at sway-

ing as well as informing the public. If possible, tape the reports and

discuss the ways in which the student reports attempted to bias the

public. Have students distinguish between the facts and opinion's in
--

each report.

Deue/oper
Institute for Political and Legal Education
Educational Improvement Center, South
207 Delsea Drive, RD. 4, Sewell, N.J. 08080

9
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A Public Service Advertising Campaign
(Grade Levels 7, 8, 9)

Skills Involved
Decision Making, Art,
Analysis, Evaluation, Research,
Speaking and Writing

Subject At:eas
Civics, Art, History, English,
Speech

Materials Needed
Art materials, magazines

Time Required
Research for campaign: two to

three 50-minute periods.
Create campaign materials:

two to three periods

Objectives
to investigate and use advertis ng strategies.
to investigate the power of advertising to change people's attitudes
and behavior.
to plan and execute a public service advertising campaign.
to develop graphic and written material for a public service
advert ising campaign.

Directions
Discuss public service advertising, both its uses and abuses.
Have students collect examples of such advertising in

newspapers and nkigazines. Post the examples on the bulletin board
for study.

Have students select a topic they believe is important to the
school community (e.g., graffiti, neighborhood crime).

Have students collect as many facts as possible about the topic,
either in small groups or as individual assignmentS..

Have students decide upon a position they wish to take on a
topic. Have them write an outline of what they wish to accomplish with
regard to their position and the message they want to get across.

Have students propose alternative t)ublic service advertising
stralegies for getting their message across (e.g., leaflets, displays,
contests, newspaper ads). Students may want to research the relative
effectiveness of these strategies before choosing which ones to use.

Create a public service advertising campaign using professional
techniques such as creating slogans and desioning visuals (bumper
stickers, posters, pamphlets, flyers, ads, and the like) to be distributed
in school and posted on bulletin boards, in community store windy/s

iyorket bulletin hoards and printed in area newspapers.

it.
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Followup after the campaign has run for a month by having

students determine if it has succeeded. Have a discussion focusing on

the resuhs_of the campaign and what was learned during the

experie ce. Consider which techniques worked best and think oi

suggestips for better approaches.

Deueloper
John True
Huron Jr. High School
Adams County
10990 North Huron
Northglenn, Colo. 80234
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Supreme Court Decisions
(Grade Levels 7, 8,4r

Skills Involved Materials Needed
Analysis, Decision Making, Copies of sample cases and
Problem Solving, Critical worksheets
Thinking, Valuing, Working in
Small\Groups

Subject Areas
History, Law, Civics,
Government

Time Required
Four 50-minute class periods

Objectives
to recognize that laws are made to protect people.
to develop analytical thinking and judging skills.
to develop-decision.making skills.

Directions
This lesson could be used folbwing a lesson on the U.S. court system
and the Supreme Court.

Distribute court cases and copies of the worksheet shown onthe next two pages. Divide the class into four groups. The class willspend two class periods reviewing the cases and filling out theworksheets.
Ask each iroup to select a group reporter. The reporter wilt

present each group's decisions and describe some of the thinking thatwent into that decision. Atter the presentations tell the cla'ss the
decisions* made by the real judges and have the class discuss thesedecisions.

Compare student decisions to the actual decisions ip light of
their similarities and differences. Have students h thesize/about the
thinking that resulted in the judges' decisions.

Supreme Court Cases

Case Plumber .1:
In West Virginia. several children were expelled from public

schools for refusing to salute the flag. These children were members of
a religious sect called Jehovah's Witnesses. The Witnesses maintain

"The actual det 4SKAIS were as follows Case number I yes. Case number 2 yes, Case numbel 3 no,
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that saluting the flag violates a Biblical injunction in which they strongly.
believe: "Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image; . Thou
shalt not bow down thyself to them nor serve them." To the Witnesses,
the salute is a form of bowing down to an image.

sQuestion: Do Alt believe that the' religious 'rights of these
children were violated?

Case Number .2:
In Virginia, people were required to pay a $1.50 tax in order to

vote A-1 state and local elections. Mrs. Gladys Berry, along with several
other people, refused to pay the tax. They claimed that the tax
interfered with the right to vote and also discriminated against classes
of persons otherwise qualified to vote, especially the poor. The state of
Virginia argued that the states have the power to establish certain
voting qualifications and that applying the tax insured that the voter
was reasonably intelligent and responsible.

Question: Do you feel that the required voting tax violated the
rights of the people?

Case Number 3:
San Francisco, like many American cities, has laws requiring

that buildings be safe and sanitary places to live. The city hires people
to inspect the buildings for violations of the law.

A San Francisco building inspeCtor came to Roland Camara's
house. Because the .city inspector did not 'have a search warrant,
Camara would not let him in. The inspector left. Later he returned
again without a warrant. Again Carnara refused to let him in. The police
then arrested Carnara. He was charged with breaking a San Francisco
law that required a building own& to admit a housing inspector without
a warrant. California state courts found Camara guilty.

Camara appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. He claimed that
his Fourth Amendment rights had been violated. He argued that his
home f`oul,c1 he searched only with a legal warrant. In order to get a
warrant, the inspector had to show a judge good ieason to search.

The city of San Francisco replied that it wanted all buildings to
be Safe. To see that they were safe, each had to be inspected. It would
be an expensive arkd time-consuming process for an inspector to get a
warrant for every building he wished to inspect.

Question: Should a building inspector be able to inspect a house
without a warrant?

0+0
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Worksheet for
"Supreme Court Decisio s"

Group Members:

Case Number_ Number Voting Yes _ Number Voting No_
Explanation of the reasons for the way the group members voted:

Majority Opinion

Concurring Opinion,

Disseruing Opinion

Developer
Vicky Trampe
,Central Jr. High School
200 S. W. 4th Street
Forest Lake, Minn. 55025
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Voter Registtation*
(Grade Leyels 10: 11, 12)

Skills Involved
Writing, Intel-viewitig,
Research, Analysis of
Information, Chart Making,
Interpretation, Hypothesis
Testing

Subject Areas
American Government, Civic's,
Political Science, Geography,
Mathematics

Objectives
to help register voters in a local community.
to ;determine some characteristics of local community residents.

4, to develop arid carry out a voter registration strategy, and,
recognize the procedures and ouahfications involved in voting
within a particular commtlity or state.
to be able to fill out a voter i.egistration form.
to interpret and extrapolate nformat3Q bout individ al voters in
order to develop a voter profile for a net horhood.

Materials Needed
Vpterjegistra.tion forms,

change Of address post caYd

Time Required
Discussion and imulation: two

to three 50miqute class
periods; Canvassing activity

preparation: one class peripd:
Actual canvassing: one or two

hours; Analysis: two to three
class periods.

Directions
Introduce the concept of voting in a de) ocracy by asking the

class to consider the procedures involved and the importance of the
freedom to vote.

Discuss your state's or local community's qualific mons for
voting and the principal methods of voter registration in your local
community..

Describe the notion of voter regist rat io and explain how to use
voter registration forms. Discuss community .anvassing techniques
and try a few simulations in class. '

*voter registration by mail is nOt prar te ed in all state,. Pier
investigate whether this at tiyity can he dorw

otive. that dw tea( lwr
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Have the class research a neighborhood with..low voter
registration and develop a strategy to register voters in that
neighborhood.

Inform your County Office of Voter Registration that you plan
to canvass neighborhood citizens and help register them to %iote.
Obtain the necessary forths from this office.

Have the class prepare a canvassing sheet to record iniorfnatiOn
concerrTing the numbers of potential voters and'their political desires.
Then haie the class canvass in theselectedneighborhood and fill in the
voter registration forms.

Have students. analyze the canvassinginformation and aevelop
a prfile of the tgpe of people ,registered before asking the ,class to-,
project the type of elected Officials the community.will-prefet.

Mail the coMpleted forms to the C9unty Voter Registration
Office. If eleCtion time is near, test the hypotheses by analyzing the
voters' choices.

Developer
James A. federici
3433.0 South Broad Street
Trenton, N.J. 08610
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You Are the Judge: A Moral Dilemma
(Grade Levels 10, 11, 12

Skills Involved
Values Analysis, Critical
Thinking, Moral.Reasoning,
Decision Making, Working in
Small Groups, Speaking and
Writing

Subject Ar as
Civics, Hist ,-ry, Government,
Social, Studies, Values
Education

Materials Needed
Copies of the court'case study
printed on the following pbges

Time Required
Three to five SO-minute class

periods

Objectives
to understAd what a moral dilemma is.
to compare and contrast factual content of coup testimony..
to analyze facts and testimony.
to weigh alt4rnatives and come to a decision.
to communicate opinions arid decisions verbally and in lviit ing.
to resvaluate one's decision:
to b.'ecom e.. a,ware of other valuer orientations.
to recognize the universality of moral dilemmas.

-
Directio

Explain what a moral dilemma is and have the students describe
oile.thy-face,everY day. Once the concept is understood, distribute
copies of the (:ate study printed on the following pages and ask the

dents to 'read it.
Divide the-tlass into groups of three. Each group will const tute

a court of iutes. One student from each court should be Presiding
Judge. This 'student will also be spokesperson for the court and he
responsible for writing the opinion

HaVe.each group 'of iudges,discuss the case, reviewing the facts
and the teStimony presented at the trial.
Some suggested que%fions students might consider in reaching their
Verdict are:

Does a person have a right io kill in self defense?
Does a persOn have a right to kill in ,order to escape from d
government which denies him or, her freedom to leave the country?
Is' the evidence pres.4.>rited in this case sufficient 4,rte find the
defendant (Werner Weinhold) guilty?
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If the defendant is guilty, then what would be a just pun :hment for
the crime?
If the defendant is not guilty, then what protection, if any, should he
he given following his release?

When each court has reached a decision, have the Presiding
Judge write a short obinion Or statement that explains what the cout t
decided. The opinion should also briefly explain why the court reached
its decision. -

'If all three judges agree on the verdict and the reasons for it, the
Court should.write ont opinion. If one of the judges disagrees, two
opinions should be writ en, one a majority opinion and the other a
minority opin-ttp..

Have each court present the op nion(s) to the class: Have
students compare the decisions and discuss the reasons that each
court gave.

When students have completed their discussion, tell them the
decision made ,by the West German court in* the case of Werner
Weinhold. Compare their decisions and reasons with those of the West
German judges.

Follow.up by having students investigate and dis iss-polittcaHy
repressive regimes in the world, or the work of the Human Rights
Commissionystablished by the United Notions to'consider cas-es of
violation arhe U Declaration of Human Rights (copies obtain,
able from the Ui Nations Association of the United States of
America,300 E. 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017).

Happened on the Night of
December 19th?

'The Facts in the Case

Werner Weinhold was.a 27 year old private in the East Gernon
Army. He was unhappy lwcause the government under Which he lived
denied him freedoms he thought he ought to have as a human being.
Werner was 4'.,pecially angry bet ails(' he and most ot her hast (;ermans
are not allowed to leave their tountry. t'ven to visit relatives in West
Germany. Therefore, Werner slipped away from his unit, whx...h was
stationed m Dresden, takuig a submachuw gun with him, 1-14;* stole a
series of tars and used them to make his way to the horder between
East and West Germany. F4 Er three nights Werner hid in a barn in the
wooded, hilly region of Thoringeti. Then, st iliwearing his army utnforni,
he deockd to try trieseope .itros:s the most heavily guarded frontier in
all Europe. Along -the death strips,- or the frontier, are barbed wire
entanglements with strips (if Irk aighed up land, wan htr Auer s, and
minefields. The strips are >at r(-)lk.d by dt )!ls and by ar riled guards who
ate on 24 hour aleri. The gi lads have orders tr prevent any( me man,

r-
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woman, or child- -from leaving East Germany. If necessary, the patrols
are "to use force of arms" ond "shoot to kill."

swiwdand

Luckier than. most people who have tried to cross the frontier.
Werner did manage to 'escape. He then hitch hiked across West
Germany to the home of some relatives. It was there that 110- later was
arrested on charges brought by the East German government. Two
border guards, Klaus Seidel and Juergen Lange, had been found shot in
their backs. Neither had fired his weapon.

Although the East German government demanded that
Werner be returned 'to stand trial in his homeland, the West German
government refused to give hirn up or extradite him. That refusal
infuriated the East Germans. They even offered a reward of 100,0f)0
marks ($41,860) to anyone who could capture and return Werner to
them. No one was able to do so; however, because Werner Weinhold
Was taken into custody by the West Germans. He was brought to trial
in the city of Essen. The charge? Murder.

What Werner Weinhold Said in His Defense

As I was fleeing across the heavily guarded border. I cam( under
automatic wOapons fire. In splf clefense I spun around and emptied a
clip of submachine gun fire in the direction from which the first shots
came. I am very sohy if I killed the two guards. I wish allt hose who want
to leave East Germany could be allowed to do so. Then such things
would not happen.

What the East GeitMan Gouernment Did

The East German government sent copies of what tfiey said was
"documentary evidence" in the case. That government dtd not send
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the bullets recovered from the bodies of the border guards, however.
Nor did it alkm witnesses to travel to the court in Essen, West
Gerrnany, to'testify in th.e case.

What the INest German ProseCutor bid

The West Gerrnan prosecutor atcepted the evidence from th:?
East Germans as factual. He asked that Werner Weinhold he found
guilty and given a jail sentence of 10 and a half years. (In West
Germany, the maximum penalty for unpremeditated (tinplannedi
murder is 15 years. Life imprisonment is a penalty for only one crime
premeditated (or planned) murder. The.death penalty is noi allowed,
no matter what the crime.)

How You, the Judge, Must Decide'

ov tho all of th testimon9 in the case has-been given, you,
one of the tRree judges must decide. In the West German courts, cases

.

are heard by judges and decided by them Much as they are in the
United States Supreme Court. Sometimes "professional" jurorS' or
persons specially trained in law do hear cases there, but West
Germany does not have a jury system like ours. No "amateurs" or
persons untrained in law and selected at random ever sit irijudgment.

Court's Decision
-

On December 3, 1976, the West Gerrnqn High Court acquitted
Werner Weinhold of the murder of two border guards. The Court ruled
that conclusive evidence had not been provided that the bullets from
Weinhold's gun had killed the guards. Thos=, bullets might have come
from shots fired by other guards attempting to stop Weinhold The
Court went on to say that "it regretted that two people had died" of
what it ( tilled "political reahnes." Speaking for the Court , the judge said
that the East Germans had turned the border areas into a "fortress like
killing zone," Iod that the orders by East Grn-ian authorities to "shoot
to kill" people trying to escape were "just as ilk.gal as the coercion used
to keep East Germans ft on-Pe:going whew they liked by otlwr means.-,

Fast G4.1 man I not% to the a«jutttai was itnnwdiate The
of fk- tl i R.ws ageiu y called it sCandalous, shockin!l, and a mkjscart la le of
iust

Adapted tercont 86, ;lobal
Pet spect t Ihe If lontm I it
mension and printed with pin'
mussloti Irian Global Perpo tioo,
ui Edu«niort

18 E. 18th Street
New York. N.Y. 10003

DeuelopeF
Mat qa,t et S. Branson
David C King '
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Ame ca's Prisons
(Grade Levels 10, 11, 12)

Skil s Involved
Decision Making, Role Playing,
Observation, Chart and Graph
Interpretation, Evaluation,
Inference Making

Materials
A omplete unit costs $59.95

and includes 5 wall posters, 30°
photo study prints, a cassette

1
ape,'a teacher's guide, and 20

duplicating masters

Summary
America's Prisons Is a rultirndia unit intencld to present an

objecreV overview of .some rahties f prison life. Using visual and
audio materials, students bec me invol ed in observation and decision
making as they explore Anjencan pr sons and those who endure
them guards, inmates, and drninistr tors.

'Publisher
Correctional Service of Minnesota

41427 Washington Avenue, South .
Minneapolis, Minn. 55454
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Citizetbip Adventures of
o lipop Dragon

(Grade Levels K2 1, 2, 3)

Skills Involved Materials
Decision Making The cr)mplete series of six

. filmstrips with records or
cassettes and a teacher's guide

costs $105. Filmstrips and
records or cassettes can also

be bought one lesson at a time

Summary
Citizenship Adunrures of the Lollipop Dragon is a series of six

sound filmstrips. Each filmstrip has a stop frame to encourage viewer
participation. The stop frame usually comes at a crisis poinfrhalfway
through the story. The goal of this series is,to helpsprepare students,
intellectually and emotionally, for the task, of being a good citizen.

Publisher
Society for Visual. Education, Inc.
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Ill. 60614
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Citizenship Decision-Makiag
(Grade Levels 4, 5,.6, 7, 8, 9)

Skills Involved
Decision Making, Judging,
Valuing, Problem Solving,
Reading, Writing, and
Speaking

Summary
Citizenship Decision-Making contains many flexible lessons

which cover various subject areas centered around the decision.
making process. They are described in easy-to-follow formats, and
each is designed to be carried out in 30 to 40 minute class periods. The
teachers may choose which practices they want to use and may adapt
the lessons to meet the needs of their classes' grade levels and abilities. .

The lessons shOuld be taught sequentiand are categorized into four
units: Decisions and You (10 lessons to increase awareness of the need
for decision making); Making Decisions (6 lessons to develop decision,
making skills); Judging.:becisions (5 lessons to help strengthentthe
ability to make iudgmetits); and Influencing Decisions (4 lessons to help
develop skills associated with influencing de<:isions).

MaIerials
Thr2 teacher's text contains the
activities and needed materials

and covs $9.60

Publisher
Addison Wesley Publishing Co.
1843 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows. HI 6b-608.

4.
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h'
Culture Conioact

(Grade Levels 7, 8, 9)-

Skills involved Materials
Problem Solving, Role Playing, This simu ation package
Decislon Making, Valuing (game and manual) costs

approximately $35

Summary
In Culture Contoct students are grouped into two very different

societies that establish trade contact. Through this trading, the
membeis of each society get a chance to xperience how social
structure operates, how government works, ow language barriers can
affect relationships, and how cornr cation s-- established. The
outcome depends entirely on the pia ers' actions. The game requires a
willingness on the part of the st,ddents to assume precise roles ir .

experiencing possible intercultural problems and exploring solutions.

Publisher,
Abt Associates, Inc,
55 Wheeler St.
_.ambridge, Mass. 02138
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Delegate
(Grade Levels 8, 9, 10, 11, 12)

Skills Juvolved Materials
Role Playing, Decision Making, The unit simulation, package
Problem Solving, Grlup is $14
Interaction, Evaluation,
Writing

Summary
Delegate i8 a simulation activity in which students assume the

roles of delegates at a national political party convention. The class is
divided into five grams: radical, liberal, rnoderate, conservative, and
reactionary. The groups try to settle problems concerning contested
delegations, to write the party's platform, and to select the presidential
and vice presidential candidates. Maior par'ty platform issues are
provided for consideration (e.g., taxation, welfare 'reform, race
relations, prison reform). Students eyaluate the convention system in a.
debriefing session and 'make suggestions for improvement.

Pubhsher
Interact
Box 262
Lakeside, Calif. 92040
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Equality
(Grade Levels 5, 6, g, 8)

Skills Involved Materials .

Role Playing, Reading, Problem The unit simulation package
Solving, Decision Making costs $14
Writing, Group Interaction,
Evaluation

Summary
Equality is a simulation activity in which students role play a

slave society of "Uglies" on an imaginary planet and yecord their
experienceS,kisa journal:They discover how b4ing owned affects their
individual tiersonalaes. Thethhe-majowart of the activity begins, and
tuclent become citizens of an imaginary city called Independence.

Their ethnic heritage is, determined by drawing identity tags which
contain role infoin'Mion (e.g., age, color, education, occupation).
Once placed in one of Independence's -gi)c neighborhoods, which range
from city ghettos to rich stiburban estates, they role play certaib
incidents involving ten-sion between minority groups. Students acquire
self-image points during their interactions and may lose som4.1 as
determined by Fate Cards. The basic crisis they must handle involves
school integration. A final debriefing session gives children the chance
to talk about their attitudes and feelings toward racial problems and to
evaluate the simulation as a learning strategy.

Puhlisher
Interact
Box 262
Lakeside, Calif. 92040
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First Things: Values
(Grade Levels K. 1, 2, 3)

Skills Involved Materials
Moral Reasoning, Valuing, The series consists of tive
Role Playing individually boxed units each

with two sound (cassette or :
record) filmstrips. The cost is

approximately $25 per unit
4!

Summary
In First Things: Values, eacti unit contains a moral topic

important to primary school-age children, and for each topic two
dilemmas are presented. The first dilemma offers students a number of
possible solutions which they may consider along with th0 own. The
second dilemma offers no solutions in order to encourage children to
make and then support their own solutions. Classroom activities
offered include filmstrip viewing, discuss'",-a-ndole playing. The
teacher's, guide proVides a short explanati9n of LawrenceKOhlberg's
stages of moral reasoning, a script of the (filmstrip narrahcirr,..sample.
questions, and a bibliography.

Pubhslu
Guidan e Associates

N.Y. 10570
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Living with Me and Others
(Grade Levels K through 6)

Skills Involved Materials
Valuing, Discussion, Juqging, One teacher's kit for each Of
Inquiry..Decision Making the six levels (Levels A

through F) contair& the
lessons and needed materials

for each unit. Each costs
$39.95

.r.

Summary
Living with Me and Others is a series of character education

lessons presented in a series of teacher Guides designed to help develop
children's individual value systems. The sugges,ted teaching c-sctivities
include story telling', discussion, role playing, singing, and so on..The
methodology recommended involves the children in recognizing
problems in their daily lives, classifying what they find, choosing
behavior alternatives, weighing the consequences of possible choices,
and proceeding with the most satisfying action. Self-discovery is the
key to their research into valuing. Children are free-to make their own
decisksns. Unit topics for grades K through 3 include honesty;
generosity, and justice, while topics for grades 4 through 6 include
convictions, courage, and tolerance.

Publi.sher
Thomas Jefferson Research Center
1143 North Lake Avenue
Pasadena, Calif. 91104 ,
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Skills in Citizen Action:
An English-Social Studies

Program for Secondary Schools
(Grade Levels 11 and 12)

67

Skills Involved
Valuing, Writing, Speaking,
Research .and Analysis,
Decision Making, Judging

Summary
Sk&ig:Citizen Act knl is a book for educators which offe s an

ovenYiew Of many diverse approaches toward establishing a citizenship
education curriculum in conventional secondary school environments.
It is not aprepackaged" curriculum nor does it advocate one specik
teaching strategy. It does delineate what a citizenship education
curriculum Should include and how to go about incorporating-such a
curriculum in the school. WiThin the flexible parameters of this
curKiculum outline, teachers are required to act in tI variety of roles

cc}ordinalor, advisor, reacher).. SNidertt activities
includ4 community action projects and analysis qid production of
media presentations related to public concerns.

Materials
The text is approxrnatdy

$3 75

Pidthsher
National 'Textbook Company

it, 8259 Niles Center Road
Skokie, Ill. 60(-176
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Voices for Justice
(Grade Levels 10, 11, 12)

Skills lpvolved
Deciion Making, Role Playing,
Valuing

Stunmary
Eight case studies range from state commission hearings- to

federal -execufive, legislative, and judicial hearings. Each ease study
calls for discussion of the issues and requires participation in decision
making through role playing, Students learn to identify arid describe
conflicts of interest and values, to researCh information needed to solve
a problem, to forecast and 4vaktate the consequences of choices,and
to practick a variety of democratic procedures in handling
disagreements. A teache 's guide outlines an eight-step process.

terials
The student text and teacher's

guide are Ich under $3

Publisher
Ginn and C.
Lexington, Mass, 02173
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Art Class Aides

Community Characteristics
Although strictly spea4ing, this athvity is not a community

program, we are summarizing it this way because it is not a single
lesson or activity. Rather, it is one that can be used in n-iany subject
areas and can be incorporated into many aspects of a school program.

Steident Participant's
There are no formai requirements for participation. The activity

is suggested for cidr 'n 4th, 5th, and 6th grades.

Summary
Student aides (peers and older students) assist teachers in the

art classes of younger students. Aides help set up art interest areas
clay, paint, puppetry) and then assist the younger children in their

choice of materials, size of working groups, organization 'Of ,work
spaces, and so on. This activit y can be carried out in a varietyof subject
areas where the teacher may relinquish some authority to. students
who are able to initiate and carry out, some teaching responsibilities.

Outtoms
Students who become art class aides can s rengthen their

leadership skills and, through responsible action. increase their sense
of self esteem. They begin to develop an awareness of what it takes to
teach others. They also increase their communication skilk by w( wkinq
with younger children. The younger students benefit from the interest
of the class aides who often motivate them to be more self reliant and to
be more eager to participate in art class.

Co itact
Carole A. Bowker, A 1 H
115 Dixboro Road
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48105
(313) 994 6034

;,
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Consumer Action Ser Itice

Community CharacteristIcs-
This program has 1-wen successful in a varie y ot urban and

suburban rwighhorhoods in the St. Pant Minneapolis area.

Participants
All senior high studen in the St. Paul Putilic School District are

ehgible. Presently, 230 youth bekmg to Students Serving Students, the
organization ,through which the Consumer Action Service functions.

Fmmary
The Comumer Aoion Service grew out of a course in the St.

Paul Open Schgol. Today it involves many of the students participating
in' the Students Serving Students Program which draws 10th, 11th, and,.
12th graders trom eight area high schools. Student participants have
,developed and produced a Student Survival Handbook which has 88
pages of intc it motion designed to help teenage consumers buy a car,
find pregnancy testing. learn about their legal rights and
responsibilities: and the like. The Consumer Action SPruice also
sponsors a Career Day, the last of which was made into a local
television special where 30 community resource people explained such,
professions as carpentry,slata proc'essing, and funeral direction to 150
stuCknts. Consul-110r Action Service also publishes Open Action, a
newsletter for students and community members which repcirts the
organization's activities, lists iob openings for adolesr ents, and offers
heal t h 'advice.

Out:comes
Dealing with con sumer c-omplaints gives particip,mts in the,-

ConSwrier llettori Seri,ice practical experience to help them develop
their pi obrem solving, communicatv in and decision making skills.
They can learn more about the -.rights .and responsibihneS of the
consiuner in our scw:etv and 1,141ter understand Ow practical side of

h as how it 1)11 y a ear, rent, an partuwnt or totinti
detective men handise. The Corisumer Action Service enables
yciungsters to take a leadersh0 rolZ, in their c.ommunity. This
involvement often gives them a strong sense of responsibility which
bolsters their self esteem. .

Contm t
Elizabeth I m Aand, Director
Students Serving Students
97 East Central Avenue, St. Paul, Minn. Yi101
(612) 292,1225
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Hiqh School Medical Scholars

Community Charac teristics
This program operates in a rural community where there are

few dentists, doctors, or other professionals,

Participants,
Juniors and seniors from seven high schools participate in this

Orogram. They are high achieving studero who are interested in the
health fields of medicine or dentistry and have a minimum grade
average of B or Higher,

Summary
High School Medical Scholars is a program run by the

University of Mississippi Medical Center, through the Office of
Minority Student Afrairs, which sponsors a series of weekly lectures
and seminars for gifted high school juniors itterested in entering the
medical profession. The hourlong lectures are delivered ,by the
center's medical students and include such topics_ as pregnancy, drug
abuse, dentistry, and medical history. Each series of four orofive
lectures culminates in a seminar led by doctors or dentists. High school
seniors, as second year participants, attend weekly sessions in human
physiology taught by the faculty at the medical center. At the end of
two years, participants receive certificatev of participation for their
records. Also, their progress through postsecondary schools is
followed.

A

OntCoMes
Participants, through their contact with professionals in

academic as well as informal environments, gain a way to increase their
sense of maturity as wyll as their medical knowledge. The training they
receive is designed to help prepare them for future clreers in the
medical profession. Through this program it is hoped that students will
also become (mare and proud of their unique capabilities and (On self
confidence. The medical students as well as the professionals who
volunteer their time to this program gain an opportunity to influence
and guide motivated youth ilnd with it a way to enhance their own sense
of self worth and community service.

Contact
Peter Stewart, Director
University of Mississippi Medi 'al Center
2500 N. State Street, Jackson, Miss. 392 6
(601) 96 8 4910
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Junior EducMors of Tom ow (JET)

Community Characteristics
This program has been successful in rural commu lines where

there are high rates of' unemployment and poverty, and a strong need
for additional social and educational services for youth and the elderly.

Participants,.
There are no formal requirements for participants,

Summary
JET began as a way to combat comm )ity apathy and to enlist

the aid of community members in building a Community Activities
Center. Today, JET is a majot,community resource, prrwiclinga variety
of programs for the young and old to share. Programs offered include
parents teachmg other parents reading or cooking .'skills; a
student senior citizen exchange where the elderly learn or relearn
aCademic skills while teaching youngsters practical or artistic skills; a
nutrition program which provides free food to senior citizens 60 or
older; an adult education program where teachers provide schooling to
the elderly in exchange for their unique skills and experiences; a dal;
care center for handicappeti aduits run by community volunteers; and
Teen Age Parents Prevention (TAPP) where teenage parents 13 to 21
years old counsel their peers.

Outcomes
Youth who take part in JE i are gaining the opportunity to

develim communication skills and to increase their understanding and
appreciation, of the elderly and the handicdpped. In turn, the elderly
have a chance to work with young people ;And perhaps gain a clearer
understanding of and respect for them. Both young and old have the
opportimity u teach each other many skills such as reading, cooking,
arts and crTts, This oppr ounit y can lead to a greater sense of self
esteem .md self h ilfillpslut The Inony Iv( i eon( mai mx )11,74 ired

)y JET enable youngsters to develop their ithyswal potentials. In
addition to providing an organizational framework for community
improvernent and ethical ion, WI can help a community gain ,) soise
unity and help give community nwmbers a sense of cooperation,
purpose, and self dire( lion.

Contut t
Mrs, Jessica Battle
Route I. Box 124 A
Flurtsboro, Ala. 36860
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1st Project JONAH

Community Char cteristicti
are no comnwity characteristics associated

progr

Ill'articipants
There are ftv formal requirements for participants, but different

act+ 'ties suggest differences in adult supervision or in children's ages.

Summary
Project JONAH is an international program which strives to

educate children about sea mammals and to raise children's awareness
of the plight of whales/and dolphins. Toward these ends, the Project
offers guidance for children Who want to find out tAbout these
mammals. Project JONAHsponsors a "Save the Whales" campaign, in
which children write letters of protest to embassies of countries that
are still killing whales indiscriminately. Potential activities suggested by
Project JONAH include making scrapbooks of whale articles and
pictures to share with other children; designing and creating a "Save
the Whales" button; exhibiting artistic renderings of whales; writing
and sharing poetry about whales; and writing press releases for local
newspapers to pliblicize the efforts of Project JONAH.

Outcomes
Children who are in Project JONAH can increase their

research, reading, and writing skills as they learn about whales and
dolphins. The Project helps them develop an unckrstanding of the
concept of extinction and its consequences. The chddren's verbal
communication skills can be sharpened through discussion of the
issues involved in protecting endangered animals. In Project JONAH
students can engage in verbal and written activities aimed at making
others aware of the extinction prohlem and, as a result, they 'often
develop leMership skills As the children invcolve themwlves in this
cause, they often increase their sense of compassion, self esteem, and
responsibility.

Contact
Joan McIntyre; President
Project JONAH
Box 40280
San Francisco, Calif. 94140
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Project STOP

Community Characteristics
This program has been operated in several urban and suburban

communities in Cakfornia.

Participants
Student trainees are 7th and 8th graders who are academically

able and willing to tutor younger students in crime prevention.

Summary
STOP is a school crime prevention and law awareness project

designed to help schools establish a cross-age teaching program where
older children teach younger ones. The teaching units themselves are
structured by the professional staff of STOP: These units make it easy
for the young people to learn various teaching strategies, such as role
playing and puppetry, that will help them in their roles as teachers.
Material's provided by STOP include films, a teacher's instructional
manual, and a student's manual. The 7th and 8th grade student
instructors are divided into teams of three, each team being
responsible for teaching a group of elementary school children about
one of the many topics offered: vandalism, drug abuse, shoplifting,
juvenile justice, and the like.

Outcomes
The 7,th and 8th grade participants are given a chance to gain a

greater sense of responsibility and self-esteem by assisting in this crime
prevention program. Along with the elementary school children they
teach, the middle school participants can inckase their knowledge and
awgreness of crime and -its pr.kention. Teaching also helps them
strerigrthen their k>adership and czmunication skills.

Contoc t
Mrs. June Sherwood
Office of the Attorney General
Los Angeles Headquarters Office
3580 Wilshire Blvd. 9th Floor
.os Angeles, Calif. 90010

(213) 736 2366
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Running the School Store

C munity Characteristics
lthough strictly speaking, this ac

we are summarizing 't t'his

ex t-(irricular activity.

Student Partkipants
There are no formal requirements for participation. The $ctivity

is suggested for 6th graders.

'ity IS not a cc muriity
way becatth it is an

Summary
he school store, which sells pencils, paper, and other supplies

to students and teachers is operated by the hth grade students. Two
student clerks, elected by their peers, run the store. One clerk keeps
track of the inventory, and one keeps track .of the money. Two student

managers, also chosen by their peers, oveNee the inventory:and the
treasury clerks. These managers rektiew each day's transactions and
deposit the money with the school secretary. All receipts are given to a
student bookkeeper whose work is checked by the tacher in charge.
In order to stock the store, determine the hours, create the advertising,
and decide upon other school store rules. the 6th graders hold meet

ngs. Each 6th grade class is represented at these xneetings by indi,
vidual officers who report their class's ideas and suggestions. These

officers then report back to their classmates who vote on the decisions.

Outcomes
Students develop decision making and leadership skills as theyIf pocarry ou. ' e resnsibilities involved in,running a school store. They

increase t eir awareness of consumer needs and become familiar with

merchandising. They also increase their arithmetical and
communication skills. Assuming the role of store managers increases

t heir feelings of pride, respt amibilit y, and contribution. Being given I his

responsibility ais6 elps them develop theft sense of self esteem.

Contact
Vinita Hoffman
223 WeSi 14th St.
Hut( hinson, Kan. 67501
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Students-as-Teachers

Community Chik'hcteristics
Although strictly speaking this is riot a community program, we

are summarizing it because it applies to all subject areas and it can be
incorporated into any school program.

Student Participants
There are no formal requirements for participation. The activit

is suggested for junior and senior high schobl students.

Summary
At regular intervals d ring' a semester, students volunteer to

assume the role of t her for one lesson. Weekly research and
preparation time are p*.Aiided to allow the students to select topics,
develop Materials, and prepare the lesson. The teacher gives each
volunteer a summary of the major goals and ideas to be included in the
lesson. Before actually teaching, the students get the teacher's
approval of their lesson plan. Students then use their own initiative and
imaginat& in developing and delivering the lesson.

Outcomes
Students volunteer to take part in teacher role sharing to'

develop their research and communication skills while developing their
leadership ability. The experience helps them develop an awareness of
teacher attitudes, exprctations, and values. Their self.image is
strengthened as they plan and implement a lesson on a specific topic.
The class benefits from the interest and enthusiasm of the student as
teacher who often mot ivtes them to become more eager to participate
and learn.

Contact
Terry Rinehart, Principal
Livingston Co. VIV
'Wheeling, Mo. 64688
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Solar Pioneers

Community Ctaracteristics
The specific project may vary according to the specific location

of the community invohled. This project's solar.powered building was
designed according to the environmental needs of Lee County. Florida.

Student Participants
Participants in this project are 7th and 8th graders from 8 middle

schools and students froffi thl? county's vocationallechnical high
schc"Thl.

Summary
Solar Pkuiee-s grew out of d need t c solve a classroom space

problem. Students decided they needed a t ew, larger classroiim, After
researching wind power, water cooling systems, and wood, burning
heat systems, they chose a building that utilized solar power. Each of
the middle school students (al)ne or in pairs) spent time developing a
'w6rking scale model and after' presenting their ideas to one another,
the class chose a composite design. The blueprints were drawn up by
drafting students from the vocatit mai technical high school who were
guided by local architects. Vokinteers fror'n the comnitinity, parents,
and students started the building and to date the support pilings and
framing have been completed. In addition, the nada, school students
hove developed an audiovisual presentation and pamphlets describing
their project and the technology involved in building a solar p(iwered
shelter.

Out oMes
In this program, students have the k hance to learn a large

numher of technical, research and pro( tic al skills a, a mtisequence (if
platituntl, designing, nd bnilding a ost eitu lent cticrtIki. cit ii tent

( lassn >orn. They can incre.ise then ki m iwledge it eliergy ci inset vat ii nt
and solar technology They ( an develop an understanding of the
let hincal my( ilved itt 9. ing Irian idea to reality as they sh.ltpen*
their priDhlein solving and researt h kill This ,ictivity provides
opportunities for yiningsteis it lektiii useful minmunn auon and
leadership skills hy winking with others such as viwational let hnic at
students, (immunity t ('s. MT ce 1)(4 )1V, It n d hit( bc Ind

contra( tors. Tlw high sch(iol vo( anonal technic cil students ate given
the °ppm t tit lily to improve the mastery of porn( ilan -Jun., in mayinry,
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drafting, plumbing, and so on, in a real world experience. Both the
middle and high school students can -get a taste of success and- this
helps give them a sense of community contribution and selIest em.

Contact
Bill Hammond, Barbara Hamilton,

or Ruth Ann Hortman
2055 Central Avenue
Lee County School Board
Fort Myers, Fla. 33901

.(813) 334- 1983

IS
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Teach ng-Learning Communities
Program(T-LC)

Community Characteristics
There are no community characteristics ass t)cOtted with this

program.

Student Participants
Children in kindergarten throuoh the sixth grade may volunteer

to participate in the Teaching Learning'Communittes Program.

Summary
The Teat hing Learning Communities Progt arn is designed to

c. -table retired persinis (called "grandpersons") over 60 years of age to
'show their skills and knowledge with elementary school children. The
program is One of choice for all participants and can be est abhshed in tin
elonvntary scb(,)of by the principal and one or more cooperating
tea(hers. An important aspect of considering such a program is
available space. Space is needed for conducting workshops and for any
aides that might lw brought in for the prow( t . Prospective
grandpersons can be made aware Of a T I,C program's existence
through community newsletters and bulletin boards, friends and other
publicity. They may then call the school to offer their skills and the
times they are available. Usually. T LC projects run 4 iu 6 weeks, 2
hours a week through(Mi a '4,911('`Al I -)uritlg these sessions, about five
chikIrN ii terat. t with (Mt, ksandperson while learning a particular skill
or subject. Presently there are 11 elementary schools involved; and
sessions include poetry writing, lac orthiking, woo idworking, marionette
aesign and construction, and dramatics.

Outcomes
Children are given the chance to incr(bise their knowledge or

learn new skills under the close tutelage of elderly persons. They can
gain a bet ter understanding ()f grandnersonsand learn to communicate
with tind rc.ipec i tbo,,e older than themselves The clranapersinis

in( ,c!I .eb tcmilt ut sharing then kdl. and all
participants, may ioxperitbm k. personal clovelopmcwit 6(411 the c lose
interaction involved in 1 LC.

Coma( I
Carol H. he. 1,/irector
leac liii tq I ear ning Communities
Ann Arbor Sc lu ,(ds Bach School
600 V/. Jefferson
Ann Arbor, Mich 18104
(313) 994 2354
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Youth ,t(!d Law

Community Characteristics
This prograrn ots?..erates in a white,collar community near an

urban area which has a juvenile treatment center for boys nearby that is
wilhng to work with the sohool.

Stude 't Participants .
Ju?rs and seniors in a private school for qirls choose this

-'project as an elective course. The requisit are parental permission
and -§uidance counselor approval.

Summary
This program stresses the obhgations of responsible citizenship

)y enlisting student volunteers to work as teachers in a nearby
correctional instikution. For One horn= a week, the junior and senior
students, under teacher supervision, visit the nearby Juvenile Secure
Treatment Center to teach civil and criminal law cases to inmsates. The
program offer's structured learning experiences which include
examination ,of legal cases and situations and less structured
discussion sessions between the students and inmates. Students spend
an hour week discussing their adivities and experiences and
preparing new material for their next visit.

Outcomes
By discussi ig law with the inmates of, a juvenile treatmen

centZ>r, the students can broaden their perspectives and possibl
develop an awareness 61 social probleMs. The program encourages thte
students to strengthen their knowledge of law and the juvenile justice
system in a democratic society. The students also have a chance to
sharpen their communication skills nd use them in a real world e.tting.
Their experiences contribute to their sense of empathy and their sense
of responsibihty. The pe( iple in the treatment 4nter learn more about

law, and all involved can increase their understanding' of how to
r:hange the legal system hit the better. Being included in such a
prctgram ( an Inc rease the inmates' sense of self worth and allow theilt
to st rengt t-wimunication And other skills that will be useful ouiside
the institution.

Contact
ohn Spencer
Dana Htll School

-Grove Street
Wellesley, IvIctss. 02181
(617) 235 3016



V. Summaries jof Homq Activities in
Words into 4ction:

A Home and Commn-liity Guide to
Chi1dre4es Citi,zens14 Educarion

1.}lowing two pl'actices priman y focus on recommendations ,
associated with Role Models.

Looking at People.; for children 5"to 8 years *old, is meant to,increase children's
Ireness of stereotyping and enable thefn to discover Arne cdmmon ethnic

,-)8. It involves a dis.cussion of Rihat Native Americans are though\ to be

hk hen finding out their actual cultural characteristics through guided
research. This activity can bo done using any ethnic group.

"All Kids . is tor children 8 to 12 years old, tu order to imrease children's
sensivity to,stereotypingo this practice involves them in a discussion motivated
by stateriients that begin with, "ATI kids 2'. Children are asked to ialk about
such generalmatii.ins (etg., "All kids are wild," or "An kids have no re.spect for
adults"), and they are encouraged to 'consider statements they've rrt&ie about
"allodults . ." or "All girk and so on. The...goal is to bring children to
recognize that "all" of any group can't be judged by tjle actions of a few in thl`t

/group.

TW. following six -es pritnar y ocus on recommendations
associated with iristmt uiional _norinirnents,

S.

"What Would You Do If , ?" is for children S to g years old andis desigrwd to
help children face difficult situatiiins more responsibly by helpitig them devek)p
their probkmi olving and decision making skills. C'hiklren are asked to respond

to various situations which start with "What wc mid you do if ?" (e.g., "What
would you do 4 you were scolded for doing sc,)met riing y ai didn't km iw was
wrong?'). Once they answer, the parent and children act out the situation and
4,t, children tare eiwouraged to discuss their feelings about what goes on,
'Through reverse rok! play, alter riot P.,e re.-3,ilutions are acted t)ut whit II help the
c-ald-to consttler ( a her alterinives to the sanw situatif am

hiQlpimi I (wick, for ( hildren S tog years 41, explc Ks arci claiiiics the concepts
of individual and family''resnonsibilities Cbtldre9 are askea to define
responsibility as they sec it, to talk ali< a tt the kinds of responsi) aties different
men s of t'wir tarnily h. ive, and fo rho IOW a tglsk as a iwrsonA responsibilay,

A "Wite e I Live" Rookbq is fr bT, (-Wares S-ti) 8 year,:, c Art This -iroc tire helps
incttase chikiren's awarene9s 'of the ge()graphy of where theY live and it helps

-give thcm a stronger 'if.nsi..ytri.thde in their neighborlita)d. Children locale their
country,' state, city, and street on various kinds of maps. They create a -Where I

1.

.4t.trp. q\<?
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ic b Idet hv I uiq neighborhtiod characteristics ke.g., houses, trees,
cmd,,, 4 I 5, initnlik, Nt( I11 flat' 111 kt Ik'bOok. Children change the
btiiiklet's pages pert( uh1. ally as their neighb)i hood k 'hinges

Countri. wit( CNA f-stilk. for children 8 tf 12 years old, is a guided (1Isc tisun of
what it would be like tor hddren to live in an environnwnt quite difforent horn
thou Children begin to recognve insion( es of sterotypmg through this
Os( t.1:7,,ion. mid they also develop cle:Irer ideas abr nit country and city living.
City childreii air* encouraged to explain.what they imagine country dwellers to
v like and country c hildren ore asked to do the same for city dwellers, Before

engaging in discussions. children draw what they think c6untry 'city children
may he like and comploto statements like, "Country City children most
Of the day,"

!of Mu l 'Jb.nh uonu, tor children 8 tu 12 years old, provides practice in
re.z,ean'h and word rymition skills while giving 'hildren a sense of how much
int< )1 mat it n I they raii.find in the telephon e book. It tilsri helps them discover the
many types of servu es and stores that are located in their community. Parents
1g4Varkb (West ior is htised on the use of the telephone bo(ik (e.g., "What number
do you dial in of an,einergency? How many pediatricians are listed in the
lek,phc mnt. 1 mk ? ies >r re.live near us?"). For this activity, children may also
pKopare (pie,mony tli led will challenge their parents.

bath; ftespini,,ibilac Timetable is for children 8 to 12 years' old, It clarifies
childribh's mcept of responsible behavior and helps develop their awareness of
the triterdepviideni y d faintly responsibilities. Children also begin to learn how
It, inanaye OWIT time...After they expkne individual responsibilities in the home,
chiklren make 1 TimetaNes The timetables show the
parent's si hegill as well as the child's. .( ilwse timetaNes, which are
fashioned a ;',1 clocks (one (or parents and one for child), parents' find
hiklr (bits' responsibilities are printed beside the times when the respmsibilines

are arned wit, The Irul-C!, are ompared and contrasted he., who does what
and when) to help children see differences and similarities in family
responsibilities As family or individual rev( insibilities change, the entrWsare
hanged.

The following tom prat It. 1)11111,1:A1'i foi us on reco'innwndations
assor laied wvh truhrufnuf t/evelopmerit.

The C;ouct U, for hddr en 5 to 8 years ild, enahks them-lo oqniie
tl iat simuiLu It It", ot ul dIth't 4.11( v)(VA 41111(nq people. Each iid is yiven 3,vvo
pples Then the pples ,Ire mixed nAgethei The children are then asked trrfind
thou pain( illar twc m . thr gain(' k't1dS tc ,111 exploration (If Inms people are

aldw and differ £.1 a 'Hie apples are eventually cut Co reveal a star
shape pi the enter The' hthlt en and parent then talk about what is silo( ial
insuk. ear h it nlividt ial Nation twing.

(14

lt
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/ (diet% fin hiklren 5 to 8 vem.., old and-aims to help children understand
stereotyping it >4 lIsii141 )11 appearant es. After removing lallels from tour cans
ot to( (d, tI p(a0111 Kis her chid to pwk a can of corn tor pcos, fruit,
0)(0(g/co tromThe group. This (rummy leads4o an expk)ran4,n ot how hard it is

tudge things 4111(1 poople fr4 in 1 1he

Rut 4. to the ReC/I,44.4 is for childreii 8 to 12 yecirs okl. This activity is designed to
increase t. hildren's awareness ot consumer responsibilities and to help them
practice their adding and subtracting skills In this game, children and parents
create a supermarket gameboard on which they play a ,sh4 rpping game. Players

are given a fixed amount (if morwv for purchases. They move are nind the Nord
t h4. producis'theyland 4 ni, hving ki qvt I() the register first Once there,

the pv,ducts ore che4 ked iut If the hildren spend within their limit, they win.
The rules to t his !Ion le are Ilk' KIN(' en( >ugh to imlude changes which Lroy require
them to use more advan«'d c()rtlptmt U(n skills Yich as deriving percentages.
lhe gat neboard can he made to fit (my kind of st<rre

A Muhl( utturai Cookho(Jk is for i'hildren H to 18 years old After researching
xxls and mot1k AY-4 Witlit WIl h various cultures. children and th4..tr parents

( r't4 i ii ii It nuh irl cookho(rk They uw the cooklroirk from time jo time to
help make nom,: of the re( ipes. Through this activity, children ran develop an
amIrmess and appreciation 4)1 varitniS 1 h4:y .kkorn how to prepare

ethnic fo()ds and meak



VI. Summaries of Community
Activities and Programs In

Words into Action:
A Home and Community Guide to
Children's Citizenship Education

16 ((Mowing three proqi orns primarily toc us on recestriniendotkin%
ossociated with Role Modek

Teenaqe Health Coamdtunts (1AFIC3 con werate successfully in any type of 17

comtnun!ty. Pstdolescents are trained toprovide educational and counseling
services to their tx,ers. Activities inchide running after school referral centers
kr otber tctiot3v1-,; with pr(A)ettis. offeritq4 ond counseling in junior
and senior high school health 'classes. Ond making presentations. TAI1C
tm...mbers ako have developed videOtapes (ft) health issues such as smoking
Such at tivn les benefit the participants by inc reasing their communication and
prc)blern solving skills, while helping th.ir peers and others le;Irn accurate

mental and physical health information,
-

Go/dondge Prf4e0 illustrate!, sonic roe( n mi endations associated with role
models and may ot)erate successAfully in any comitnunity iR h has a significant
population (..4 elderly iltizertses Young peopk. aged 14 ttrq 17 train to become

Junior Aides to the «imitiiinity's elderly people, In this cap'acity, tliey provide

companionshij; and. variomr, ()diet t.t \Ai ez-, for their ckmts which include_
housekoork, wPiting letters hir them, readir RI' to them, and so on, -Fhrough

par tictpanon, young peOple can iearn about the problems ot ekleely jx-1 wk and

gam a sense nf cmtribution to their t ommiinity

Emergracv Home Repair Proc /in hos essful iii ttrisill coniiuffl',n

with housing problems, 'f-he goal is to prokhde youth aged 16 to 21 with the
opportunity In w4irk while impr( wing the ct )Mmunit y's h isinq High st htsRil

students ,ind pilbhc service employees im)rk along mitt; professumol hui ding
ontrai tf,r,, to repair the hO/I14,,, 0 the elderly or disabled iti/ens RI the,

comfnunity. Participonts Inc T OW-A' I Iucr <Irpent,,ry skills and then ability to
(,,ornininiate with elderly, 1-,andicapped, and professional adults. They ako

gain a sense of c( nitributv RI to their community,

Tho next two progr,ni2s mmiii hiI fit/ flit I IS or ii C( elScst

with Irr,tatalonal Enerronme-Ftio,

Purrrtt Por tu patuiri IV Work!,hop t an operate SIICcrYifully in stholl towns or
large (Ines. Children atid adults gather together and watch part R- Oar televisum,

shows. With the help of a, study guide prepared by TV mirkshop experts, a
group leader initiates previewing ond postviewing discussions whk-h explore

f;
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ditiorear concepts ii ought cart in the show, such as first kwe, friendship, or
honesty. Run( giants at k. able to explore their own values, examine their
attitudes and ideas. and develop a !carer view of thislvs as well as others.

Ciritonship in rho Cumnumav was developed by the Boy Scouts of Am
rhr, Plogram an (tperatv siiccessfi dly in any c(nnmunity. Boys who choose to
cinnolete this,program earn a writ badge in Citizenship. Activities include
re-.earchinq the (immunity's hist( ay, geography, and ethnic .composition,
investigating community problems and offering possible solutions; attending
kalif q( wen nrwnt meetings, and partypating in the activities of another
community grolip e , 4 H Club 2r the "Y"). The scout learns about his
commuility and dew+ In-. his leadership skills while improving his ability to solve

'Flie L ii t v proq anis primarily fr A-us (al reto
with /min ttlual Ort:eloorrient,

mendati)ns associated

Pr Ole( ,weiati'd in ir bart and rural c immunities where privet-1y is
othilion; Ow poi I A al predominantly black-, and pivende delinquency and the
lA,o1 &uric rate,. are high. Pr( ijec t May's members include many

yotal<Nt.r,,, i.vho are former delinquents as well as other community volunteers.
They viotk Ale( her to iwoutify neighborhood buildings, restore community
parks and provide guidance and cramseling to younger children. Members of
pr( wct Unity als r un Indy y<wth .1( ib Bank, and carry (au a variety of
sport s at- tivit les

Agith hictattv 1rI)9r(11,t1 htiLs wc)r ked wk:11 in irtinines with gang problems,
high VOtit II unemployment, .ind high dr( quail rotes. P.,robk.in youth, aged I to
20, iii !./ain a sense of rest x insibilny arid self esteem hy p<vicipaiing in YIP

rivit sty b as 04'0i k,ir Alp and uidiviCkhil counsehng, job placement services,
t,( A at ional iiaiiiintiiiutliy not 1 In/ow-0,11nd a year round siu and physical
(loyek)tanellt program.
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